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ON THE DEFORMATION OF ALGEBRA MORPHISMS

AND DIAGRAMS

BY

M. GERSTENHABER1 AND S. D. SCHACK

Abstract. A diagram here is a functor from a poset to the category of associative

algebras. Important examples arise from manifolds and sheaves. A diagram A has

functorially associated to it a module theory, a (relative) Yoneda cohomology theory,

a Hochschild cohomology theory, a deformation theory, and two associative algebras

A! and (#A)!. We prove the Yoneda and Hochschild cohomologies of A to be

isomorphic. There are functors from A-bimodules to both A!-bimodules and (#A)!-

bimodules which, in the most important cases (e.g., when the poset is finite), induce

isomorphisms of Yoneda cohomologies. When the poset is finite every deformation

of (#A)! is induced by one of A; if A also takes values in commutative algebras then

the deformation theories of (#A)! and A are isomorphic. We conclude the paper

with an example of a noncommutative projective variety. This is obtained by

deforming a diagram representing projective 2-space to a diagram of noncommuta-

tive algebras.

0. Introduction. There is a striking similarity between the formal aspects of the

deformation theories of complex manifolds and associative algebras. In this work we

link the two with a deformation theory for diagrams and prove a Cohomology

Comparison Theorem (CCT) which partially explains the analogy. The CCT enables

one to show—among other things—that the deformation theory of a diagram

associated to a compact manifold is isomorphic to that of a certain associative

algebra. The assignment diagram ~» algebra is functorial while manifold ~* diagram

is not. (The CCT has much wider applications; for example, we sketch here (§7), and

will discuss in detail in a later paper, its application to simplicial cohomology.) Here

are the basic definitions:

We fix a commutative unital ring k and consider the category ALG of associative

unital ^-algebras. All algebras and bimodules over them are required to be symmetric

^-modules, i.e. the left and right actions coincide. Tensor products will always be

taken over k unless otherwise indicated.
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Let 7 = {/, j, k,...) be a partially ordered set (poset). (The double use of k as

ground ring and index should cause no confusion.) View 7 as the object set of a

category in which there is a unique morphism i -» j whenever /' < j. A (commutative)

diagram of algebras over 7 is a (contravariant) functor A: 7op -> ALG. (A is called

finite if 7 is finite.) We simplify notation by writing A' and <p,J: AJ -» A' for A(i) and

A(/' -*j). Then q>'J(pjk = tp'k whenever /' *s/" < k and tp" is the identity morphism of

A'. Objects such as complex manifolds, varieties, arbitrary schemes (as well as

morphisms between them) are equivalent to certain diagrams of commutative

algebras. For example 7 may be the set of coordinate neighborhoods of a complex

manifold %, partially ordered by inclusion, with A' the ring of holomorphic

functions on i and y'J the restriction morphism; this information determines %.

When 9C is compact we may choose a finite open covering by Stein neighborhoods

with the property that the intersection of any two is again in the cover. The

associated finite diagram still completely describes %.

A (formal) deformation of A will be a factorization A, of A through the category of

deformed /c-algebras. That is, each A', is a deformation of A' in the sense of [G2] (so

as modules over k, = k[[t]] we have A, = A'[[r]]); also each ¡p'/ reduces modulo t to

<p'j, and so may be expressed as a power series cp'/ = <p'j + itp'/ + * V27 + ' ' ' > where

each <p^: A{ -» A', is the krhnear extension of a /c-module morphism AJ -» A. When

the diagram A comes from a complex manifold 9C then a formal deformation of 9C

induces a deformation of A. The converse is true for deformations of A in which the

A remain commutative. Similar relations hold in some other cases and probably—in

some sense not yet explicit—in general.

Our main results are these: There is a functor assigning to each diagram A a

category of A-bimodules, A-MOD. (A is itself an A-bimodule.) When every A' is

commutative there is a distinguished subcategory of symmetric A-bimodules. (Again,

A is an example.) Whenever we are discussing modules from this subcategory we

shall say that we are "in the commutative case." Now A-MOD is abelian and carries

a natural "relative" Yoneda cohomology bifunctor ExtJ(-,-). On A-MOD we also

define "Hochschild" cochain complexes C*(A, -) whose cohomology we denote

77*(A,-). We establish a natural isomorphism 77*(A,-) s ExtA(A, -). This gener-

alizes the classical result: for any /c-algebra A, 77*(A,-) s ExtA(A,-). In distinc-

tion from the case of a single algebra, 772(A, A) is neither the module of infinitesimal

deformations nor that of "singular extensions" of A by A. Rather, both of these are

classified by the second cohomology group of another cohomology theory, 77*(A, -),

and there is a natural morphism 77*(A, -) -» 77*(A, -). This is rarely an isomor-

phism; however, in the commutative case it is always a monomorphism.

We construct a functor ! from diagrams to ALG with some surprising features;

denote the image of A by A!. For each A there is a full, exact embedding, also

designated !, A-MOD -» AI-MOD (the latter being the category of A!-bimodules).

Hence, there is a natural transformation of graded bifunctors w*: ExtA(-, -)-»

ExtA(-!, -!). The CCT now asserts:

For a wide class of diagrams, w* is an isomorphism. Among these are finite

diagrams and those in which k is noetherian and the A are the coordinate rings of

the basic opens of spec k.
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When w* is an isomorphism we then have 77*(A,A) == 77*(A!, A!). This is not

enough to force the deformation theories of A and A! to coincide. First, a nontrivial

deformation of A may induce the trivial deformation of A!; when this happens the

infinitesimal must lie in the kernel of H2(A, A) -» 772(A, A). Second, if / does not

have a largest element there may be deformations of A! which are not induced by

deformations of A. We remedy this problem for finite diagrams as follows: define

#7 = 7 U {oo} and, to any diagram A over 7, associate a diagram #A over #7.

Then the deformation theories of A and # A are identical, while every deformation

of (#A)! is induced by one of #A. Hence the deformation theory of the algebra

(#A)! is a "snapshot" of that of A. In the commutative case the two theories are

identical; this is also true when A consists of a single morphism <p: B — A. (We do

not know if the same is true whenever w* is an isomorphism.) To obtain this

equivalence we exhibit an explicit cochain map C*(A,-) -» C*(A!,-!) such that the

morphism induced on the Hochschild cohomology is «*.

Now /7*(A!,A!) has a rich structure [Gl]: it has a cup product in which it is

associative and graded commutative, a graded Lie product under which its elements

act as graded derivations of the cup product, and every infinitesimal deformation

tj E 772(A!,A!) has an obstruction obsT) e 773(A!,A!). All of this structure is, by

virtue of the CCT, transferable to 77*(A, A). We do this explicitly in the simplest

nontrivial case, namely when A consists of a single morphism <p: B -» A. Nijenhuis

and Richardson have considered a restricted concept of deformation in this case;

namely, they require that tp be a monomorphism and that A remain fixed [NR]. In

particular, we set Nijenhuis' beautiful, but perplexing, paper [N] in a context which

removes the mystery concerning the provenance of his graded Lie structure.

Building on the Harrison cohomology [Ha] of a commutative algebra, we describe

natural "commutative" cohomologies Har*(A, -) and Har*(A, -) in the commutative

case. Then, as before, Har2(A, A) is the module of infinitesimal deformations of A to

diagrams of commutative algebras. This is most important, of course, when A is

obtained from a complex manifold or a smooth algebraic variety %. If 7 is a

covering of % by acyclic neighborhoods then Har 2(A, A) is precisely the group of

infinitesimal deformations of % and, so, is intrinsic to %. Probably all elements of

H2(A, A) should be viewed as infinitesimal deformations of % to possibly "noncom-

mutative" varieties, whatever this might mean. As an example of what it should

mean, we deform a diagram of commutative algebras representing P2(k) to a

diagram of noncommutative algebras. (Here we must assume k is a field.) We show

that the construction extends to any variety with a dominant morphism to P2(k).

The resulting objects still have "local rings" which, however, are not commutative.

When the characteristic of k is 0, this is formal since we do not discuss the

convergence of any of the power series involved; but when the characteristic is

positive, the series in this example are actually polynomials.

To have an analog of the CCT for the Harrison complexes would require

extending Harrison's definitions to certain noncommutative rings, since A! is virtu-

ally never commutative. Such an extension exists but is outside the scope of this

paper. (André has defined a cohomology theory for commutative algebras which
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behaves well with respect to localization [A]. Schlessinger and Stasheff have recently

announced that it is identical to Harrison's cohomology.)

The results presented here comprise the first step in algebraizing the analytic

deformation theory. The ultimate goal is, of course, to transfer back to manifolds or

schemes information obtained purely algebraically. For example, a morphism of

complex manifolds, /: 9C -> ";i, can be represented as a diagram A of commutative

algebras. Let 72 and 7, be coverings of % and 1 by acyclic coordinate neighbor-

hoods. Partially order 7 = 72 U 7, as follows: U *£ V if and only if U E V (in % or

ty) or fU E V(in ty). Then A will assign to each open set the algebra of holomorphic

functions defined on it. If U < V the corresponding morphism of A will be either

restriction or composition with/. It is natural to conjecture that: (1) Both 77*(A,A)

and Har*(A, A) are intrinsic to /: 9C -» ^ (i.e., would be unchanged by another

choice of acyclic covers); and (2) Har2(A, A) is the group of infinitesimal deforma-

tions of/, where %,% and/are all allowed to change simultaneously. The algebraic

theory thus suggests that to /, as to 9C, there are associated in a natural way certain

cohomology groups with graded Lie structures.

Deformation theory has a long history and a large literature. The analytic theory

rests on the fundamental work of Froehlicher and Nijenhuis [FN] and Kodaira and

Spencer [KS1,KS2], and has been enriched by scores of later major contributions,

most of them referenced in the outstanding bibliography of Sundararaman [Su]. The

idea of deforming a morphism of complex manifolds (in the special case where the

target is fixed) appears in Kodaira [K]. For the algebraic theory one has [G1-G6], of

which [G1,G2] suffice to understand this paper. ([G5] is an earlier attempt to

algebraize the analytic theory.) In addition there are basic papers by Lichtenbaum

and Schlessinger [LS], Rim [Rm], and Schlessinger [Scl], amongst many others. The

reader should be aware that it is possible (perhaps essential) to define algebra

deformations more generally than by power series (cf. [Rm]). The latter, however,

very efficiently suggest what the problems and theorems should be, so we make no

apology for our present parochial approach.

Some of the results of this paper appear in the dissertation [Sch] of the second

author, to whom, in particular, is due the concept of a module over a diagram, as

well as the definition of the ring whose cohomology and deformation theory coincide

with that of a diagram. The second author wishes to express his gratitude to P. J.

Freyd, M. Gerstenhaber, and S. S. Shatz for their advice and guidance, both

mathematical and otherwise.

1. Modules over diagrams. Suppose that we have a diagram A: 7 -» ALG. What we

denote by A is properly A(z') and, for i <j, cp'J: AJ -» A' is A(; -»_/).

A left module M over A is a contravariant functor from the same index set 7 to the

category of abelian groups with the property that

(i) M(j') = M' is a left module over A for all i; and

(ii) for each / </, M(i -»/) = T'J: Mj -* M' is a left AJ-module morphism when

M' is viewed as a left A-'-module by virtue of the morphism <p'J: AJ -» A', as we shall

do throughout without further comment.

Right modules and bimodules are defined similarly. Every diagram of algebras is a

bimodule over itself. When every A is commutative we define a symmetric A-module
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to be an A-bimodule M in which each M' is a symmetric A'-module. The category of

symmetric A-modules is clearly isomorphic to the category of left A-modules. When

we make statements concerning symmetric A-modules we shall say we are in the

commutative case.

A natural transformation /: M -> N will be a morphism if, for all /,/' =/(/):

M' -» N' is an A'-module morphism. The category of A-bimodules is denoted

A-MOD. It is abelian and bicomplete, i.e. contains arbitrary products and coprod-

ucts. (All constructions are made " pointwise.")

Let Aie = A ® (A')op, the enveloping algebra of A. (Recall that a®b-a'®b' =

aa' ® b'b.) The category of left A^-modules is isomorphic to A'-MOD. (The opera-

tion of a ® b on an element m of an A'-bimodule M is a ® b ■ m = amb.)

Let P¿ now be an A-'-projective bimodule for each j. We can define a projective P

by

(i) P'= IIa-çvtv.

U i > h then P' -» Ph is given by tensoring with Ahe over Ae (i.e. it is induced by

q>hl <8> <p*'). Now suppose that P -» N is any morphism, while M -» N is an epimor-

phism. For each i, choose an arbitrary lifting/0': P¿ -* M' of P¿ -> P' -» N'. Define

/': P' - M' as

/*' = II TW
j>i

(i.e. f(a\® a'2® pJ) = a\® a2-TiJf¿(pJ) = a\Tijf¿(pJ)a'2). Then the /' de-

termine a P -» M which lifts P -» N, and we see that P is projective. Note that, since

AJ-MOD has enough projectives, A-MOD does as well. By a j-primitive projective we

shall mean a projective P defined by (1), with P¿ = 0 when i ¥=j. Then A-MOD has

enough projectives which are coproducts of primitives.

When 7 is noetherian (defined below), these are the only projectives, as we now

show. Observe that a left adjoint to an exact functor preserves projectives. (Dually, a

right adjoint to an exact functor preserves injectives.) Now, for each i, there is a full,

exact embedding functor, F'\ A-MOD -» A-MOD. [F'(M)J = 0 ify i- i and F\My

= M.] Define L' and RL. A-MOD -* A'-MOD as follows:

a. V(M) = M'/Dj^T'JQAJ), where Uy>,T'7(M>) designates the A'-submodule

generated by the TU(MJ); if / G 7 is maximal, set L'(M) = M'.

b. R'(M) = ny<iker Tji; if / E 7 is minimal, set R'(M) = M'.

It is easy to see that these are left and right adjoints, respectively, to F'.

If P is projective in A-MOD then L'P is projective in A'-MOD and P' = L'P ©

Uj^pJÇPJ). Define P' by (1) with P¿ = LjV. For each 7 > i, TiJ: PJ -* P', when

restricted to LyP, gives rise to an A'-morphism A"' ® L7P -* P' which we also denote

TiJ. Define g': P" -♦ P' as g' = UJ>iT'J. Note that g' is the identity when restricted

to L'P; so, written as a matrix,

/ id     0 \ TT    ..
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The various g' unite to form a morphism g: P' -» P, and L'(g): L'P' = L'P -» L'P is

the identity.

A poset 7 is noetherian if every strictly ascending chain is finite. Suppose that we

have such an 7. If /' is maximal in 7 then g' is the identity and, therefore, is an

epimorphism. Next, let i be maximal in [j \ gJ is not an epimorphism} and let a' be

in T,J(PJ) for some/ > i; say a' = T'J(aJ). Now, there is a/7 £ P'J with a1 = gJ(p),

so a' = T'JgJ(p). Consequently, 1 <8> 1 ® /? £ Xe ® P'y satisfies g'(l ® 1 ®/>) = a1'.

It follows easily that g' is an epimorphism; hence, g is as well.

Since P is projective there is a splitting/: P -» P' and

/ id     0 \
/'=    0     fA    whereg',/,' = id.

So P' = P © P" and P" is projective. Since L', as a left adjoint, preserves coproducts

and L'(/) is the identity, it is immediate that L'P" = 0. We claim that P" = 0. If < is

maximal, then P'" = L' P" = 0. Assume, inductively, that P"J = 0 for j > i. Then

P", _ L,p» e UJ>iT'j(P"J) = 0. Hence, P" = 0 and P = P'. We have shown: if 7

is noetherian, then every projective in A-MOD has the form (1) with P¿ = LJP.

An A-bimodule M is finitely generated if M' is a finitely generated A'-bimodule

for all /'. The coproduct gives the set of isomorphism classes of finitely generated

projectives the structure of an abelian group, which we denote A'o(A) [Bal, VIII. 1

and IX.l]. For each p E I, let Ip — {i £ I\ i > p) be the filter defined by p. If Ip is

finite for all p, then 7 is noetherian, and the above computation of projectives

immediately implies K0(A) = U[K0(A). The description of 7C0(A) for arbitrary

(noetherian) A is more complicated.

Finally, we note that the above discussion of projectives can be dualized, yielding:

Among the injectives in A-MOD are those modules I given by

(2) I' = J] I¿,   where I¿ is an arbitrary injective in A7-MOD.

(Of course, I¿ — Rj\.) If h < i, then I' -» I* is simply the projection. Moreover, since

A'-MOD has enough injectives, A-MOD does as well. An injective I is j-primitive if it

is given by (2) with I¿ — 0 for i ¥*j. Then A-MOD has enough injectives which are

products of primitives. If the index set is artinian then every injective has the form

(2).
The simplest diagram, <p: B ^ A, will, by abuse of language, be called "the

diagram <p," and, if T: N -* M is a module over it, we will likewise speak of "the

module 77'

2. Deformations. For simplicity, we use power series to define deformations, as in

[G2]: Let A be a ^-algebra and denote by A[[t]] the ring of all If^a^' with a¡ E A.

This is an algebra over k[[t]]. Denote the latter by kr If the multiplication in A is

given by a: A X A -» A, then a deformation of A is a A:,-algebra A, which, as a

module, is just A[[t]] but with a multiplication of the form a, — a + tax + t2a2

+ • • •. Each a¡: A X A -» A is a ^-bilinear map extended to be a A:,-bilinear map
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A, X A, -* A, [G2]. (If /I is unital then so is A,; cf. §20.) A deformation of a morphism

<p: B -» A is a /c,-algebra morphism <pt: B, -> A,, where 5, and At are deformations of

7i and A, respectively, and tp, has the form <p + /<p, + i2<p2 + • • •. Each <p, is a

A:-linear map ß -» A extended to be a A:,-linear map Bt -» /!,. A deformation of a

diagram A is a diagram A, of A:,-algebras, {A,, tp'/}, where each A, is a deformation

of A and <pj7: A{ -» A, is a deformation of <p'J. (If some <p'7 is unital then so is <p'/; cf.

§20.)
Since any linear map between power series modules is given by a power series, a

deformation of a diagram, A: 7 -* ALG, is just a factorization A, of A through the

category of deformed algebras. Two deformations A, and A', are equivalent if there is

a natural transformation Ft: A, -» A', which reduces to the identity modulo t. Thus,

there are algebra morphisms Fj: A!, -» A'/ satisfying: if / </ then Fjtp1/ = <p'jJF/.

Each F¡ has the form Fj = id + tF{ + t2F{ + ■ ■ ■, where each Fjn is a /c-linear map

A -» A" extended to be a k,-linear map A', -» A'/ (these being identical as /^-mod-

ules). A deformation is trivial if it is equivalent to the " null deformation," in which

every algebra A is replaced by A'[[r]] with its usual multiplication and each <p'/:

AJ[[t]] -> A'[[i]] is just the extension of the corresponding <p'J': Aj -» A. A diagram is

rigid if every deformation is trivial. As in [G6], reducing modulo t" permits us to

define deformations of order n — 1. A deformation is null to order n — \ if it

coincides with the null deformation modulo t" and is trivial to order n — 1 if it is

equivalent to one which is null to order n — 1. One which is trivial to order n — 1 for

every n is called quasitrivial, following [G6], where it was shown, in particular, that

for a single algebra A over a field of characteristic zero, a quasitrivial deformation is

trivial. The CCT will enable us to transfer this and other results for algebras to the

case of diagrams over a wide class of posets. Finally, A, and A', are weakly equivalent

if there are elements a'/ E A'[[t]] (i </), with a¡/ = e' (the unit of A), satisfying

a!t(q>'tiJ{aj), a'/) = a\(a\J, <p'/(aJ))    for all a' £ AJ.

(The deformations are "within an inner automorphism" of being equivalent.) We

call a deformation inessential if it is weakly equivalent to the null deformation, and

we define inessential to order n — 1 as above. In the commutative case there are no

(nontrivial) inessential deformations.

Let p: I -» J he a functor between posets (i.e., an order-preserving function). For

any category 6E there is an induced functor/?*: (HJ°P -* <S,'°P (the functor categories).

When & — ALG, p* carries a diagram A over J to the diagram over 7 given by

(p*A)' = Ap(,). When & is the category of deformed algebras, p* carries a deforma-

tion of A to one of p*A; as a functor it preserves equivalence. Hence the deformation

theory of A: 7op ■-* ALG maps to that of p*A: 7op -* ALG. This is not generally an

embedding; however, in one case of special interest it is. We sharpen a poset 7 by

adjoining a largest element: #7 = 7 U {oo}. Taking 6E = ALG and p = the inclu-

sion 7 -» #7, we find that p* has a section #: ALG/op -> ALG(#/)°P given by

(#A)°° = k and (#A)°° -> (#A)'' = k - A, the structure map of A. Then the

deformation theory of #A clearly embeds in that of A. In §20 we shall prove these

theories isomorphic by showing that the algebras and morphisms in a deformation

of A are unital.
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3. The case of a single morphism: infinitesimal deformations. When the diagram A

consists of a single morphism <p: B -» A, the appropriate complex is a mapping

cylinder.

If we have a morphism between two cochain complexes,

X:      ■■■      -     X"      -     Xn+X     ->      •••

/I /"I I

Y:      ■■■      -*     Y"      -»      y+l     -

then Z* — X* ® Y*~x (the elements of which we consider as column vectors of

length 2) is a complex with coboundary operator

/ fiî-      0   \
<5" =

\f"    S"y)

(cf. [Ba2]). Explicitly, 8"(x, y) = (8"xx, fx - 8nY~xy). This Z* is the mapping

cylinder of/. There is an obvious short exact sequence of complexes, 0 -> Y*~x -» Z*

-> A'* -> 0, inducing a long exact sequence in the cohomology

-> 77""'(y*) -> 77"(Z*) -» H"(X*) - H"(Y*)

Now suppose that we have a module T: N -> M over the morphism tp: B -> A.

Take X* = C*(5, A) © C*(A, M) and y* = C*(7J, M), where in the latter M is

viewed as a 5-bimodule by virtue of <p. Suppose that TB £ C(B, M) and r/< £

C(A, M). To conform with later notation denote an element of C~X(B, M) by

TAB. Define/": X" - Y" by f(TB, TA) = TJB - <p*TA, where T*: C(B, N) -*

C"(B, M) and <p*: C(A, M) - C"(B, M) are the morphisms induced by Tand tp,

respectively. To simplify notation, we write TTB for T+TB and TAq> for qp*r/', the

latter reflecting the contra variance of <p*. We also denote T by TAB and <p by <pAB, so

that /(rfi, TA) = TABTB - T\AB, which will conform with the notation for the

general diagram. The resulting mapping cylinder with Z" = C(7i, N) © C(A, M)

© C~X(B, M) will be denoted by C*(q>, T) and its cohomology by 77*(rp, T). One

has

5(Tß, r^; TAB) = {8TB, STA; TABTB - T\AB - 8TAB).

Taking for T the morphism tp itself, we claim that 772(<p, <p) is, in a natural way, the

module of infinitesimal deformations of tp.

For suppose that we have a deformation <pt: B, -> A, of <p. Let at = a0 + tax +

t2a2 + ■ ■ ■ be the multiplication in At and ß, = ß0 + tßx + t2ß2 + ■ ■ ■ be that in Bt.

Write cpt = <p0 + t<px + t\2 + ■ ■ ■. (Here <p0 = <p.) The triple of first-order terms,

(ßx, ax; <p,), is, we claim, an element of Z2((p, <p), the group of 2-cocycles, and its

cohomology class may be viewed as the infinitesimal of the deformation. That

8ßx = 8ax = 0 is standard (cf. [G2]). However, we also have for all b, b' £ B that

(1) a!(<p,b,<ptb') = <plßl(b,b').

Comparing first-order terms, we have ax(q>b, <pb') + (cpxb)<pb' + cpb((pxb') = <px(bb')

+ <pßx(b, b'), or <p/?, - ax<p — 8<px = 0. So (a,, ßx; <px) E Z2(<p, <p). That only the

cohomology class is important follows from
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Lemma. Replacing (p, by an equivalent deformation changes (ßx,ax;<px) by a

coboundary. Conversely, every cohomologous cocycle is the infinitesimal of an equiva-

lent deformation.

Proof. Suppose that we have an equivalence of deformations

f,
B,       -      A,

G, I I F,

f,
b;    -    A',

where Bt is the 5,-module B[[t]] with multiplication ß, = ß + tßx + ■ ■ ■, and B¡ is

the same module with multiplication ß't = ß + tß\ + • ■ ■. (Here ß is the original

multiplication in B.) Similarly, let A, have multiplication a, = a + tax + ■ • ■ and A\

have multiplication a', = a + ta\ + ■ ■ ■. Then ß,'(bx, b2) = G,ß,(G~xbx, G~xb2),

a',(ax, a2) = F,al(F/xax, Fyxa2), and rp,' = F,<p,G;x. Writing F, = idA + tFx + ■ ■ ■,

G't — idB + tG\ + ■ ■ ■, and <p,' = tp + tcp', + •••, the previous equations give

ß'Abu b2) = ßx{bx,b2) + Gx(bxb2) - (Gxbx)b2 - bxGx(b2)

= (ßx-8Gx)(bx,b2),

a\ = a, — 8FX,    and    rp', = tp, - (<pG, — T^rp).

Thus (ß'x, a\; <p\) = (ßx, ax;<px)- 8(GX, Fx;0), and (ß\, a\; <p',) ~ (ßx, ax; <p,). Now

let (G, F; a) be an arbitrary element of Cx(<p, <p). Here a is simply an element of A,

since A = C°(B, A) = C°(A, A). But then 0(0, -8a; a) = 0, and so 8(G, F + 8a; 0)

= 8(G, F; a). It is sufficient, therefore, to show that- the cocycle (ßx,ax;<px)

associated with the deformation <p,: B, -> A, can be replaced by one of the form

(j8,, a,; <p,) — 8(G, F;0) by passing to an equivalent deformation. To this end,

define G,: B[[t]] -> B[[t]] by G,(b) = b + tG(b), extended to be Arr-linear, and define

Fr similarly. Define a new multiplication ßt on B[[t]] by ß',(bx, b2) =

Gtß,(Gt'xbx, G;xb2). Define a't similarly on A[[t]] and set <p,' = Ft<p,G~x. This gives the

required equivalent deformation.    □

Note in the proof that we showed that every 1-cochain is cohomologous to one of

the form (F,G,0).

For a commutative /c-algebra A and a symmetric-module M, Harrison [Ha] has

described an important subcomplex of C*(A, M). Following Barr, we denote that

complex by Ch*(^4, M) and its cohomology by Har*(A, M). To describe it we

remind the reader that if J and K are totally ordered sets then a shuffle of / through

A' is a permutation -n E SJUK whose restrictions J -> J U K and K -> J U K are order

preserving [Ha]. The shuffle product of / and K is the formal sum J * K = 2(-1)%. If

/ £ C(A, M) we interpret f((ax,.. .,a,) * (al+x,... ,an)) as S(-l)7(aw„...,a„„).

A Harrison cochain is a Hochschild cochain which vanishes on shuffle products.

Thus Ch°(^4, M) and Cri:(A, M) coincide with the usual Hochschild groups, while

Ch2(y4, M) consists of the symmetric 2-cochains. The inclusion of cochain com-

plexes induces War*(A, M) -> H*(A, M). It is easy to check that Har2(^, A) is the

module of infinitesimal deformations of A to commutative algebras.
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Let <p: B -» A be a morphism of commutative algebras and T: N -» M a left

<p-module. Then T may be regarded as a <p-bimodule and restriction of our earlier

cochain map produces Ch*(73, N) © Ch*(A, M) -* Ch*(7?, M). The resulting map-

ping cylinder and cohomology are denoted Ch*(tp, T) and Har*(<p, T). As in the

case of an algebra, the inclusion Ch*(tp, T) -* C*(<p, T) induces Har*(<p, T) -»

H*(cp,T) and Har2( <p,<p) is the module of infinitesimal deformations of <p to

morphisms of commutative algebras.

4. A single morphism: obstructions. Consider a single algebra A and an yl-bimod-

ule  M.   If fmECm(A,M)   and   g" E C"(A, A),   then  we   define /m°,g"£

Cm+"-\A,M)hy

(1)

fm°ig"(ax,...,am+n_x) =fm(ax,...,ai_x,g(al,...,ai+n_x),ai+n,...,am+n_x)

[Gl]. We also define the cup product, f m ̂ g" E Cm+"(A, M), to be

(2) /"-i"(fli.•••.««+■) =/(ai.---,am)g(am+1,---.am+„).

Note that this definition, unlike that of °,-, makes sense when /"' £ Cm(y4, /4) and

g" £ C"(A, M). The composition product, which we henceforth denote by ° (instead

of ° in[Gl]), is
m

(3) r*gn= i(-\f~])in~])fm°lg".
i=i

When M = ,4 this is a (graded right)pre-Lieproduct on C*(yl, /I) [Gl]. That is,

(f"ô g")ôh" - (-\)^X)("-X)(f"ôhP)ôgn

= /fflï(g"5Af-(-l)("HXr'Vïg").

Also when M = ^4, set

(4) tr, g"] =r° g- - (-ifM,,"V5 /m.

This was shown in [Gl] to define a graded Lie product on C*(A, A), provided that

we consider the degree of a cochain to be one less than its dimension. The cocycles

form a sub-Lie algebra in which the coboundaries form an ideal. Thus, there is a

graded Lie algebra structure on H*(A, A). Similarly, the cup product is well defined

on the cohomology. Indeed, it gives H*(A, M) a bimodule structure over H*(A, A).

There are several basic identities connecting the Lie and cup product structures in

H*(A, A). These and the proof that the latter is a graded commutative product

appear in [Gl].

Now, let at — a0 + tax + t2a2 + • • ■ be a deformation of A (where a0 is the

original multiplication). Then, it was shown in [G2] that a, £ Z2(^4, A) and a, ° a,

= 8a2. Thus, for any ax E Z2, we may view the cohomology class of a, ° a, (which

is always a 3-cocycle), as the primary obstruction to the extension of a, to a

deformation. Note, incidentally, that [a,, a,] = 2a, ° a    The analogous primary
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obstruction to an infinitesimal deformation of a morphism rp: B — A is obtained by

examining the second order terms in (3.1). These give

(5)    a2(apb, <pb') + ax((pxb, <pb') + ax(q>b, (pxb')(<pxb)(q>xb')

+ (<p2b)(<pb') + (<pb)(<p2b')

= <p2(bb') + <pxßx(u,bf) + <pß2(b,b').

Now, if we have <pAB: B -* A, an ,4-bimodule M, and TA E Cm(A, M), TB E

C"(B, A), then there is only one reasonable way to define r^ °, TB £

C"'+""'(7L M), namely by

(6)   (r^r*)^,,...,^^,)

= TA(<pbx,...,q>bi_x,TB(bi,...,bi+n_x), <pbi+n,...,<pbm+n_x).

Setting
n

YA-5TB= 2 (-i)(,_1)(n_1)r/,ô.rB

/=i

as before, and taking for M just A itself, (5) is identical with

(V) a, ° <Pi - «Pi/?, + <Pi~<Pi = <P& - a2(p - 8<p2.

Since ßx° ßx = 8ß2 and ax°ax = 8a2, we have

(8) (ßx° ßx,ax°ax;ax°cpx-cpx° ßx + (p,_-<p,) = S(/?2, a2; <p2).

One would like now to introduce a pre-Lie product on C*(<p, <p) with properties

similar to that on C*(A, A). In view of (8) it is natural to define

Cm(<p, <p) X C(çp;<p) - Cm+"-'(cp, <p)

by

(9) (rs r^- TAB)- (T'B T'A' T'AB)"

= (rBo r,Ä, r^ô y,a; ta° t,ab +(-i)"~xtab°t,b + y,ab~tab).

On the left we write " • " instead of " ° " because this is not a pre-Lie product, and,

indeed, it does not appear possible to give one. However, the left side of (8) is just

the square of (/?,, a,; <p,) in this product, since the degree is odd.

Note that (9) is meaningful if we have a module T: N -* M over a morphism

<p:B -+A and (T'B, T'A; T'AB) E C(<p, <p), while (rB, TA; TAB) E Cm(<p, T).

Our theory will show that: (i) the square of a cocyle of even dimension is again a

cocycle, and the same is true in odd dimensions when the characteristic is 2; (ii) the

graded commutator of two cocycles is again a cocycle, and is a coboundary if one is;

and (iii) the induced multiplication in 77*(<p, tp) makes the latter into a graded Lie

algebra. These can all be proved by direct computation, but that seems to be very

difficult, particularly (iii), which is unmanageable without a reformulation of the

Jacobi identity as given in [Sen].
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As in [G2], having passed the primary obstruction, there is another, and so on. We

will not write these down since the CCT reduces all these questions to the

corresponding classical ones in the deformation theory of a single ring. We remark

only that the higher obstructions have no expression in terms of " ■ ".

5. A single morphism: cup products. As before, suppose that we have a module

TAB: N^M over <pAB: B - A. If r = (TB, TA; TAB) E Cm(<p, tp) and T'=

(T'B, T'A; T'AB) E C"(<p, T), then we set

r^r = (rB~rfi, ta~t,a; yab~tabt,b + (-\)mT\AB~rAB),

and

r'~r = (r,B~rfi, t,a~ta; t,ab~<pabtb + (-\)T\ab-tab).

An easy calculation shows that this makes C*(tp, <p) into an associative ring

and C*(rp, T) into a C*(tp, (p)-bimodule. Moreover, one can show readily that

8(r-r) = 8T-T' + (-l)T-ÔT', and similarly for 8(T'~T). Thus 77*(<p,<p) is

an associative ring over which 77*(<p, T) is a bimodule. Applying 8 to (4.5) and

evaluating as in [Gl] shows that the multiplication is graded commutative, but this

direct computation also may be avoided by the CCT.

In [G2] the first author considered one-parameter families of automorphisms of a

single algebra A, showing that their infinitesimals were derivations and defining their

obstructions. When the characteristic is p > 0, these obstructions appear only at the

p, p2, p3,... places; cf. [G4]. This, of course, also holds here (and for general

diagrams) by virtue of the CCT. (One needs also §18.)

6. Allowable morphisms; relative projectives and injectives. Let A be a /c-algebra

and let E: 0 -* M' -» M -» M" -> 0 be an exact sequence in A-MOT). The fc-linearity

requirement on cochains prevents C"(A,E) from being right exact for n > 0. If,

however, one restricts attention to those E which are /c-split, then C(A,E) is exact

and induces the usual long exact cohomology exact sequence—making H*(A, -) a

5-functor on Â>split E. Let | -1 : A-MOD -> A>MOD be the forgetful functor. (| M |

is M, considered only as a /c-module.) Then the | — | -allowable E are those for which

|E| is split. Consequently, one says that H*(A,-) is a | — | -relative S-functor. A

morphism /: M -» N is allowable if there is a splitting X: | A | -> | M | (i.e., \f\ X \f\

= |/|) [M, Chapters IX,X]. We wish to extend these concepts to "the case of a

diagram A.

A morphism/: M -> N will be allowable if and only if each/': M' -» N' is. Note:

we do not require the splittings for the various/' to commute with the "internal"

morphisms of M and N. An exact sequence in A-MOD is allowable if all its

morphisms are allowable. Let U: A-MOD -* /c-MOD be given by U(M) =

li/|M'| . Then observe that the allowable short exact sequences E are those for

which U(E) is split. In the next section we shall define 77*(A, -) and show it to be a

[/-relative 5-functor.
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An A-bimodule P is a U-relative projective if it satisfies the lifting criterion for

allowable epimorphisms. there are enough relative projectives in A-MOD if for every

M there is a relative projective P and an allowable epimorphism P -» M -» 0. This

will follow from the existence of a left adjoint to U [M, Chapter IX]. Dually, one

defines U-relative injective and establishes the presence of enough relative injectives

by exhibiting a right adjoint to U.

Define L, R: Â>MOD -» A-MOD as follows:

(1) L(V)1 = Uy>IA'e ® Fand, for/ > i, L(V)J -> L(V)1 is given by tensoring with

A"" over Aje.

(2) R(V)' = IjV^Hom^A^, V) and, for; » i, R(V)J -> R(V)' is the projection.

[Recall that Hom^A^, V) is an AJ-bimodule under the action (afl)(c®d) —

f(bc ® da). The morphism cp'J then gives it an A'-structure for any i >j.] An easy

calculation shows that L and R are, respectively, left and right adjoints to U. (When

7 = a point, A — A,a single algebra, and L and R are the familiar adjoints to | — |

[M, pp. 266,287].)
Alternatively, let M be an A-bimodule. For each MJ, choose a | — | -relative

projective cover P¿ and a | — | -relative injective extension I¿. Then define P and I by

(1.1) and (1.2), respectively. These will be a i/-relative projective cover and a

L-relative injective extension.

Henceforth, we shall consider allowable morphisms exclusively; consequently, by

"a morphism M -* N," we shall tacitly mean an allowable one.

7. The general diagram: Hochschild cohomology. We shall make use of the

geometric realization functor to construct the Hochschild complex for a general

diagram.

If 7 is a partially ordered set then 2 = 2(7) is the simplicial complex whose

simplices are the linearly ordered subsets of 7; so

2p = /j-simplices = [o = (ip < • • • < ix < i0) j.

Define the rth-face of a E 2p to be ar = (ip < ■■• <ir< • • • < /„), the (p — 1)-

simplex which results from the omission of ir. The group of /7-chains on 7 (the free

abelian group generated by *Lp) is denoted Cp(I) or Cp, and the boundary of a £ 2p

is

3<r = a, + • • • + ('\)P~ror +■■■ + (-\)po0 ECp_x.

(Of course 92 = 0.) We shall employ two functions 2 -* 20, namely va = ip and

uo = i0, where a = (i  < ■ ■ ■ < iQ). By convention, (-1)' = (-l)'' if c E Cp.

Now suppose that we have an arbitrary diagram A = (A, <p'7} and an A-bimodule

M = {M', T'j). We define the /i-cochains of C*(A, M) to be

C"(A,M)=  u    II   C"-r(Au°,Mv°).

Thus an «-cochain T is a set of Hochschild-cochains indexed by the simplices; we

write r = {r°}. (When T is an «-cochain and a is a /?-simplex for p > « we shall
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interpret T° as 0.) Before defining 8: C"(A,M) -> C"+'(A,M), we establish some

notation: T(i, j) = T'J when i <j, and is 0 otherwise; Tv(o, t) = T(va, vr);

Tu(a, t) = T(ua, ut); and T" = T(vo, ua). When a E Hp and T E C(A,M) (/? *£

« + 1), define T3" by

r3o=    2    (-\)p~'Tv(o,or)r°'<pu(or,o) EC"~P+X(AU°, Mva).

[N.B.: r =£ 0 => Tv(a, ar) = id and r ¥= p =» tp„(ar, a) = id; so it is "safe" to think of

r3" as l(-\)p-rT"'.] The coboundary in C*(A, M) is given by

(ÔT)° = r30 + (-i)"sra.

The first summand vanishes when a = (i) E 20; the second when a £ 2B+l. Other-

wise, a typical component of 8T follows the models

(ÔT)'7 = TiJTJ - rjj-si'j

and

(8T)'Jk = r°Ty* - Tik + Tijcpjk + 8T'jk.

An easy computation confirms that ô2 = 0. Of course, when A = rp: B -» A and

M = T: N -» M, the complex introduced in §3 and C*(A, M) are the same.

Recall that a Hochschild «-cochain / is normal iff(xx,...,xn) = 0 whenever any x¡

is 1. The normal cochains form a subcomplex and the inclusion of complexes

induces an isomorphism of the "normal cohomology" with the "full cohomology."

This follows trivially from: If 8f is normal then there exists an (« — l)-cochain /

such that / — 8f is normal. We recall the proof here since the technique will be

needed for an important lemma in §17: Assume, inductively, that / is normal

through place r — 1, i.e., f(xx,.. .,x„) = 0 whenever x, = 1, some /' < r. Define an

(n — l)-cochain« by

h(xx,...,x„_x) =f(xx,...,xr_x,l,xr,...,x„_x).

Then « is normal through place r — 1 and, hence, so is/ — 5«. But

(/- r3A)(*i,---,*,-i> !,*,>•••,*„) = (-\)r+l8f(xx,...,xr_x,\,\,xr,...,x„)

and the latter is 0 since 5/is normal. Hence/ — 8h is normal through place r and the

induction proceeds.

We shall call a diagram cochain T normal if each T" is normal. Once again the

normal cochains form a subcomplex and the inclusion induces an isomorphism of

cohomologies: suppose, as before, that ÓT is normal. Assume, inductively, that r° is

normal for every a E 2r, r <p. If a E 2p then 8T" = (-\)°[(8T)° - Td°], which is

normal. Hence Ta - of" is normal for some f°. Define A by A" = (-l)CTf" if

a E 2 , and A" = 0 otherwise. Clearly, (T — 5A)° is normal for every a E 2r,

r < p + 1, and the induction proceeds.
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It is important to recognize that C*(A, M) is the total complex of a double

complex: start by setting C = XJ¡S¡JC(AJ,M'). Then define Cq,p and two anticom-

muting coboundaries 8X: C'p - Cq+ x'p and 8xl: C'p - C'p+ ' as follows:

C'p= {r:2p-C"|r° £ C«(Aua,Mva)};

(8XT)° = (-\)°8T°;    and    (8lxT)a = Td°.

(Note that this is not a subcomplex of Horn (Cp, C) since 8lx is not the

coboundary induced by 3: Cp - Cp_x.) It is clear that C"(A,M) = TLq+p=„C'p and

0 = 5, + 8xl. Let K be the diagram determined by K' = k. Then this description of

C*(K, K) shows that 77*(K,K) is precisely the simplicial cohomology 77*(2, k)—a

theme we shall discuss in a forthcoming paper.

Let Cyl*(A,M) denote the mapping cylinder of n,C*(A',M') - ni<,C*(A')M/),

{T'} -» [T'JTJ — T'<p'J); its cohomology will be called Hyl*(A, M). Truncation gives

a cochain map C*(A, M) -» Cyl*(A, M) which is an isomorphism whenever 2=0

for all p S5 2. The definitions of °, [_, -], and — in §§4-5 carry over in an obvious

way to Cyl*(A, A). Moreover, an easy extension of the arguments in [Sch] shows that

these induce Lie and cup products on Hyl*(A, A). At the same time, if the CCT

applies to A, there are Lie and cup products on H*(A, A). We conjecture that these

products always exist and that 77*(A, A) -> Hyl*(A, A) is a morphism for each

product. Added in proof: Explicit descriptions for ° and -• on C*(A, A) will appear

in Simplicial cohomology is Hochschild cohomology, J. Pure Appl. Algebra.

Any bimodule morphism M -» N (allowable or not) induces a cochain map

C*(A, M) -» C*(A, N) and, so, the diagram-cohomology is a functor 77*(A, -). More

is true: an allowable short exact sequence of A-bimodules, E: 0 -» M, -^ M2 -> M3

-» 0, induces the usual long exact cohomology sequence

->77"(A,M,) -H"(A,M2) -» 7L"(A,M3) i#"+I(A,M,) - ••■ .

That is, we have

Theorem. 77*(A, -) is a relative 8-functor.

Proof. The long exact sequence will be a consequence of the snake lemma once

we show C"(A, E) to be exact for all «. For this, simply note that for any a £ 2,

Eva: 0 -» M[° -» M^° -> M^" — 0 is an allowable short exact sequence and, so,

C'(A"°, Ev°) is exact for all a. But then

C"(A,7i)=  u    II   C"-p(Au°,Mva)

is exact, as required.    D

A subcomplex of C*(A, M) plays an important role in the next section—it

classifies infinitesimal deformations. An «-cochain T is simple if T" = 0 for every

a E 2„. The subcomplex of simple cochains is denoted by C/(A, M); the notations

Z*(A, M), 5*(A,M), and 77*(A, M) have the expected interpretations. Of course,

77*(A, -) is a relative 5-functor, and the inclusion C*(A, -) -» C*(A, -) induces a
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map of 5-functors, £* : 77*(A, -) -» 7/*(A, -), whose kernel is given by

ker ft, = (5*(A,M) n Z,*(A,M))/B;(A,M).

This map is an isomorphism in every dimension beyond 1 + dim 2; it is an

epimorphism in dimension equal to dim 2. In the commutative case it is also a

monomorphism in every dimension: suppose T is an (« — l)-cochain. Observe that

if a £ 2„_i then ra is just an element of Mva, which is a symmetric A""-bimodule;

so 8T" = 0. Define a simple (« — l)-cochain ro by roa = T" for a £ 2 , p < n — 1.

Then ÔT = ôro if and only if ÓT £ Z5"(A, M). In particular, ker ft, = 0.

Recall that #7 and #A are defined by: #7 = 7 U {oo} and (#A)°° = k. There

are natural isomorphisms #: 77*(A, A) -» 77*(#A, #A) and #: 77*(A,A)->

77*(#A, #A) which commute with ft, namely, send a normal cocycle T to #T,

where (#r)° — 0 if ua = oo, and (#T)a = T" otherwise.

It will regularly be convenient to use a suggestive representation for an «-cochain

T. We write T = {T'; T'J; T'jk; ...) where entry p corresponds to a "generic"

(p — l)-simplex. So a simple two-cochain T may be written T = {P; T'J; 0).

Recall that K is the diagram determined by K' = k. There is a natural morphism

K -» A which induces a cochain map C*(A, -) -» C*(K, -). We shall write C$(A, M)

for the subcomplex of C*(A,M) consisting of the normal cochains. (N.B.: These

complexes have the same cohomology.) If T E C^(A, M), then i*T = {0; 0; ... ; T"),

which is normal. Conversely, a normal cochain A £ C^(K, M) has the form A =

{0;0; ...; A"} and, so, may be viewed as an element of C$(A,M). Thus there are

/:-module morphisms C^(K,-) -» C^(A,-) which clearly split /'*. However, these

morphisms comprise a cochain map if and only if A is commutative. This proves the

second assertion of the

Lemma. 0 -> ker £* -» 77*(A, -) -» 77*(A, -) -» 77*(K, -) is exact. Moreover, in the

commutative case we have a split exact sequence

0^H*(A,-) - 77*(A,-)^77*(K,-) -0.

Proof. We need only establish the exactness of the first sequence at 77*(A, -). We

may and do assume all cochains to be normal. Suppose T £ C£(A, M) and i*T = 5KA

with A = (0; 0; ... ; A"}. Then viewing A in C"~ '(A, M) we see that T" = (5KA)a =

(5AA)° for a £ 2„. So T — ÔAA is a simple cochain and we have the required

exactness.    D

In the commutative case we may replace the Hochschild complexes by Harrison

complexes in the discussions above. The resulting complexes and their cohomologies

are denoted Ch*(A, M), Ch*(A, M), Har*(A, M), and Har*(A, M). As expected, there

are morphisms Har*(A, M) -* 77*(A, M) and Har*(A, M) -. 77S*(A, M).

Note that if M is an ^4-bimodule, then H°(A, M) is the "center" of M, i.e.,

{m E M | am = ma, all a £ A) = Hom^^, M). For diagrams, 77°(A, M) consists

of all sets of central elements {m' E M') with Ti]mJ = m' whenever i </. This is

precisely the same as the set of A-bimodule morphisms A -> M, HomA(A, M). (Send

a' £ A' to a'm'.) Of course, #°(A,M) = 0.
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8. Infinitesimals and diagram extensions. For any /c-algebra A and ^4-bimodule M

there are two classical descriptions of H2(A, M): (1) it is the module of additively

split singular extensions of A by M [Ho]; and (2) (when M = A) it is the module of

infinitesimal deformations of A [G2]. We shall prove below that neither of these

descriptions generally applies to the diagram cohomology 772(A, M); however, both

extend to H2(A, M). Hence it is natural to think of an infinitesimal as a "diagram

extension" rather than as a representative of a diagram cohomology class. Given

these results it is fair to ask why we prefer 77*(A, -) to 77*(A, -). The answer is

contained in the next section wherein we prove that 77*(A, -) is universal and, hence,

coincides with the (relative) Yoneda theory of A-MOD.

We first attend to the infinitesimals. Let A, be a deformation of A. Let aj = a' +

a\t + a2t2 + ■ ■ ■ be the deformation of A and write <p'/ = <p'7 + <p'/ + tp2jt2 +

The nth-cochain of A, is Tn = [a'„; <p'J; 0} £ C2(A, A). One immediately sees that Tx

—the infinitesimal—lies in Z2(A, A). [<p'Ja{ — ai<p'y — 8<p'xJ = 0 since <pj7 is an algebra

morphism; <p'J<p{k — <p\k + «p'fV7'* = 0 because <p'/(p/k — <pj*.] Moreover, every ele-

ment of Z2(A, A) defines a deformation (modulo?2) and, so, is a possible infinitesi-

mal. Notice, however, that every other element of Z2(A, A) is a priori ineligible to be

an infinitesimal—so it would be unreasonable to construe Z2(A, A) as the infinitesi-

mals. Still worse, the lemma of §3 does not generalize to 772(A, A); however, it does

extend to H2(A, A). Specifically,

Lemma. There is a deformation equivalent to A, having infinitesimal {T1; T'J; 0} if

and only if [a\; (p'/;0} - (T; T'J;0) E B2(A,A). Hence, H2(A,A) is the module of

infinitesimal deformations.

Proof. For the lemma in §3 (with A = a morphism) we did two things: (1) we

proved this lemma; and (2) we showed that 7?2(tp, tp) = B2(y, <p). The first proof,

with some obvious modifications, works for arbitrary A. The second statement is

false in general—even if Z2(A, A) = Z2(A, A); that is why we must settle for

H2(A, A) rather than a submodule of 772(A, A).    D

This lemma prevents us from viewing 772(A, A) as containing the infinitesimal

deformations—unless fA: H2(A,A) -* 772(A, A) is a monomorphism. The deforma-

tions whose infinitesimals lie in ker fA are precisely the ones which are inessential to

order 1.

Lemma. If A, and A, are deformations of A and Tr — Tr for r < n, then Tn — Tn E

Z2(A, A). Moreover, if they are inequivalent there is a deformation A, and an integer n

such that: Â, is equivalent to A,; Tr = Tr, r < n; Tn — Tn £ B2(A,A).

Proof. The argument that Tx E Z2(A, A) also shows T„-f„E Z2(A, A). If

r„ - f„ = SA, where A = {A';0}, define Fj„: A[[t]] - A'[[i]] by F'„(a'_) = a' -

A'(a')/" and â\ by Fjnâ\(ax,a2) = a\(Fjnax, Fjna2). Then Ftn: A, -» Â, is an

equivalence and Tr = Tr for r < « + 1. Suppose we can continue in this fashion.

Then Fj = ■ • ■ ° Fjn+X ° Fj„ is a well-defined power series and gives an equivalence

A, -> Ar Hence this process must terminate at some « with the required deforma-

tion.    D
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This lemma will be used in the proof of the theorem in §21, where the case A = a

finite diagram is of particular importance.

We now turn our attention to diagram extensions. Specifically, (E): 0 -> M ->
o

E — A — 0 is a singular extension of A by M if: E is a diagram of /¿-algebras and a is

a natural transformation; (M')2 = 0 in E'; and the operations of E' and A on M'

coincide (e.g., m'e' = m'a'(e')) (see [Ho]). It is additively split if there are /¿-module

morphisms s': A -» E' splitting o'. [N.B.: [s') need not define a K-module mor-

phism A -> E.] Two extensions, (E) and (E), are equivalent if there is a natural

transformation t: E -» Ë inducing the identities on M and A. The set of equivalence

classes of additively split singular extensions is a /¿-module in which addition is given

by Baer sum [M]. We denote it by exal(A, M). Using pushouts and pullbacks we see

that exal(-, -) is a covariant functor of the second variable and a contravariant

functor of the first variable.

Lemma. exal(A, M) s H2(A, M).

Proof. Let (E) represent a class in exal(A,M), say E = (E\ \p''}. Choose split-

tings 0'} and define T = TE £ C/(A,M) by r'(a, a') = s'(a)s'(a') - s'(aa') and

T'J = ip'JsJ — s'cp'J. Showing T to be a two-cocycle is routine. A different choice of

splittings, say s', would determine a different cocycle, say f; however, T = f +

8{s' — s'; 0}. If t: E -» Ê is an equivalence choose t's' as the splitting A -» E'. Then

F/; = T¿ and, so, we have a morphism exal(A, M) — H2(A, M).

Now let T= {r';r,y;0} be a simple two-cocycle. Define Er = {E', \pIJ) as

follows: as a /¿-module E' = A X M'; in E',

(a, m)(a', m') = (aa', am' + ma' + T'(a, a'));

4>,J((a, m)) = (<piJ(a), T,J(m) + T'J(a)).

Routine calculations show that Er is a diagram of algebras and (Er) is an additively

split singular extension. If A £ Cj(A, M) then (Er) is equivalent to (Er+SA): just

define Er^Er+SA by t'((a, m)) — (a, m — A'(a)). Hence there is a morphism

77f2(A)M)-»exal(A,M).

Standard arguments now show the two morphisms we have constructed to be

inverse /¿-module homomorphisms.    D

The kernel of f¿,: H2(A, M) -> 772(A, M) consists of the inessential extensions. In

the commutative case there are no inessential extensions. Likewise, there are none

when A is an algebra or a morphism—for then fj^ is an isomorphism. For the

simplest nontrivial inessential extension let 7 be the poset {0,1,2} with 1 > 0, 2 > 0.

Let A be a noncommutative algebra—say ab ^ ba. Define A and M by A = A,

<pij = id, M1 = 0 = M2, and M° = 4. Finally, define E by: E1 = A = E2, E° =

A® A, t//01(x) = (x,0) and >//02(x) = (x, xb - bx) = (x,(8b)x). Observe that re-

stricting (E) to any proper subset of 7 produces a split extension, but (E) itself is

nontrivial.
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9. Yoneda cohomology. If M0 and M are bimodules over a single /¿-algebra A, the

set of Yoneda equivalence classes of exact sequences 0 -» M -» Mn — • • • -» M0 — 0

(« 3* 1) in/l-MOD forms in a natural way a /¿-module usually denoted Ext"(M0, M);

one sets Ext°(M0, M) = Hom^M,,, M). We shall, however, reserve the notation

Ext" for the submodule of classes of | — | -allowable sequences. Since /1-MOD has

enough | — | -relative projectives and injectives, Ext*(-, -) is a universal | — | -relative

¿-functor in each argument [M, pp. 391-392]. Now

Ext°U,-) = r\omA(A.-) = H°(A,-).

So, universality in the second argument implies the existence of a unique extension

of id: ExtQ(A.-) - H°(A,-) to Ext*(A,-) - H*(A,-). In fact, this is a natural

isomorphism [M, X.3]. In particular, then, if « > 0, H"(A, -) vanishes on | — | -relative

injectives.

For any diagram A one can form Yoneda equivalence classes of L-allowable exact

sequences in A-MOD. The resulting bifunctor ExtA(-, -) is universal in both

arguments, as A-MOD has enough {7-relative projectives and injectives.

Theorem. Ext*(A, -) s 7/*(A. -).

Proof. ExtA(A,-) = HomA(A,-) = /7°(A, -). So there is a natural transforma-

tion ExtA(A, -) — H*(A, -) extending the identity. If 77*(A, -) is also universal, then

this will be the required isomorphism. But 7/*(A, -) is universal if and only if, for

n > 0, it vanishes on enough (7-relative injectives. Since 77*(A, TM¡) = I177*(A,M,)

and each such injective is a product of /-primitive ones, it suffices to show

H "(A. I) = 0 for « > 0 and I a primitive relative injective.

If M is any A-bimodule there are natural morphisms 77*(A,M) -> 77*(A,M')

induced by the cochain maps T h> T'. Suppose that we have chosen an index in

/—which we shall denote by 0, that M is an ^°-bimodule, and that M' = M for

; £ 7„ = {./ > 0}, M' = 0 otherwise. (Here T": MJ -* M' is the identity if/ > i > 0

and is zero otherwise.) Then H*(A, M) -* 77*(A°, M ) is an isomorphism, as we now

prove.

If r E C"(A, M) and a £ 2(70) then T° = 0, since Ml" = 0; hence, to describe a

cochain we need only define r° for o E 2(70). Observe that C*(A°, M) - C*(A. M),

« -* {hep0'; 0; 0; ... } is a cochain map which clearly splits C*(A, M) — C*(A°, M).

Hence, 77*(A,M) -> H*(A?, M) is an epimorphism which we wish to show is also a

monomorphism. To this end pick T E Z"(A,M) and let A = {r0'; T0,J; T0iJk; ...),

that is, when o = (ip< ■■■ < ;0) set 0a = (0 < ip < • • ■ < i0) and A° = T0a. (If

ip = 0 then 0a is degenerate and A" = r0a = 0.) We claim that T - 8A =

{T°<p0i; ...}. Notice that this implies that C*(A,M) - C*(A°, M) - C*(A,M) in-

duces the identity on 77*(A, M) and, so, H*(A,M) — 77*(A°, M) is a monomor-

phism, as desired.

Now, it is clear that (T - ÔA)0 = T°. When i # 0 we see (5A)' = ÖA = Or0',

while (ÓT)0' = T' - TV0' - ôr0'. But T is a cocycle; so (ÓT)0' = 0 and we have

(T - ÔA)' = r V- Finally, if a £ 20 then

(ÔA)a = A3" + (-l)"5Aa = r03° + (-o'sr0".
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On the other hand, since T is a cocycle we see that

o = (sr)°° = r3(0a) + (-i)0aóT0a

= r° - r030 - (-i)o6r0° = r° - (sa)°,

as required.

Of course, the isomorphism establishes the universality of 77*(A, -). For if M is a

0-prirnitive relative injective, then M is an A°-relative injective and 77"(A°, M) = 0,

« >0.    D

Observe that K is a K-relative projective if and only if 7 has a maximal element

and that, in this case, 77*(K, -) = Ext£(K, -) = 0 (by universality). The lemma of §7

then shows 77*(A, -) -» 77*(A, -) to be an epimorphism—an isomorphism in the

commutative case. Hence when 7 has a largest element, 772(A, A) is the module of

"essential" infinitesimal deformations.

For a commutative algebra A, Har*(A,-) is given neither by extensions nor by

right-derived functors of HomA(A, -), so we should not anticipate an analog of this

theorem for Har*(A, -).

10. The functor !. Let us consider the diagram <p: B — A and examine the category

of left rp-modules. It is clearly bicomplete and abelian. We denote a sample module

byT.N^M and use </, g>: T -» T to mean/: N -> N',g: M -> M' and fT' = Tg.

N.B.: Until the next theorem only, for simplicity, we shall compose morphisms in

the diagrammatic order, i.e. (fg)x = g(f(x)).

Whenever convenient, we shall use matrix notation for morphisms. Thus,

(/,): ©,"=1 X, - Qjijj is described by (fu)(xx,.. .,x„) = (xx,... ,xn)(fu). (Inter-

pret Xjfj as fij(xj).) A column matrix may be denoted by a row matrix with a

superscript "t ".

It is clear that (<p 0): B -» A ® A is a projective object. In fact, it is a small

projective. That is, any morphism (f,(gx g2)')'- (<P 0) -* IIATA factors through

IIA<7\, where A' Ç A is finite. (Simply let A' = [X, X') where /(l) £ Ax and

g2(l) £ My.) Moreover, (<p 0) is a generator. This means that if ß — (ßx, ß2):

r~» T' ¥= 0, then there is a morphism a = (fx,(gx g2)'>: (<p 0) — T such that

aß * 0. (Observe that Hom9((<p 0), T) = N © M by a h> (/(l), g2(l)). If aß = 0 for

all a then N E ker/?, and M E ker/?2. So ß = 0.)

Any right-complete abelian category with a small projective generator P is

equivalent to a category of left modules—the ring being End(P) [Fr, p. 106].

Hence, there is an exact, full embedding of left <p-modules in the category of left

End((tp 0))-modules. It is given by T i-» Homero 0), T).

The ring End((rp 0)) has a tidy description. Since B = EndBB and A = EndAA,

an endomorphism of (<p 0) has the form (b, (a¡J)), where b £ B, (a:j) £ M2(A), and

b
B - B

(<p0)| ¿(<p0)

A® A       ->      A® A
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commutes. Tracing lB E B through the diagram gives (<p(b) 0) = (a,, a,2). So, as a

/¿-module, End((tp 0)) = B ® A © A, under the correspondence (b, (a¡j))\->

(b, a22, a2x). The multiplication in End((<p 0)) is just composition. Now,

(b,(a,J))(b',(a'ij))= (bb',(c,j)), where c]X = cp(bb'), cx2 = 0, c22 = a22a'22, and

c2x = a2X<p(b') + a22a'2x. In particular, (0,0,1) -(b, 0,0) = (0,0, <p(b)). Since (0,0,1)

"behaves" like cp, we denote it by <p. Furthermore, since (0, a,0)rp = (0, a,0)(0,0,1)

= (0,0, a), we write (0,0, a) = atp and represent End((rp 0)) as B ® A © Aq>. The

multiplication is determined by associativity, the products in B and A, and the

conditions

(1) ba = ab = <pa = b(p = rp2 = 0   and   <pb — <p(b)<p.

We shall denote this ring by <p! and refer to it as the mapping ring. The unit is

1B + \A, corresponding to (1, id).

A similar calculation shows that the left (p!-action on Hom^i/tp 0),T) = N ® M

satisfies bm — an — <pw = 0 and tp« = T(n). The embedding is, in fact, an isomor-

phism: If F is a left <p!-module, define N = \BV, M = \AV, and T = left multiplica-

tion by <p.

There is one serious drawback to this isomorphism of categories: the image of the

left <p-module <p is not the <p!-module <p!; it is B ® A. We can remedy this problem

by taking a cue from <p! itself. For a left tp-module T define T\hy T\= N ® M ® Mtp,

with tp« = T(n)<p and all other products as expected. Now suppose that T is in

the full subcategory <p-MOD (^modules!). Then, using the right B and A actions,

one can parallel (1) and give T\ a right tp!-structure. Hence, we have a functor

!: tp-MOD -» <p!-MOD.

We note, in passing, that tp-MOD is isomorphic to the category of left "/-modules,

where <pe: Be -> Ae is the induced morphism of enveloping algebras. Hence, tp-MOD

= left 9/!-modules. This suggests the following (open) question: Is there a functor R

from morphisms to algebras such that <p-MOD s /?(<p)-MOD? We conjecture that

the answer is negative.

If A is an arbitrary diagram, let G be defined by G' = II ¡„A7. Then G is a

projective generator in the category of left A-modules. It is small if and only if A is

finite. The embedding HomA(G, -) is an isomorphism if and only if G is small. We

define the diagram ring of A to be A! = End(G). Proceeding as before, one finds the

following description for A!: As a /¿-module, A!= n,6/IIy>,A'(p'-'; multiplication is

defined by (a'cp,J)(a V') = 0 if/ ^ k and

(2) (a'<p'J)(aJ<pJk) = ai<pij(aJ)<pik.

This can be extended linearly to all of A!. Let e' be the unit of A. The unit of A!

corresponds to id £ End(G) and is the tuple (e'<p"). Using (infinite) sum notation

we denote this by 2e'<p". Observe that {e'<p"} is a set of orthogonal idempotents.

Also, A'tp" is a subalgebra isomorphic to A. We, therefore, identify these two

algebras and abbreviate acp" to a. (So the unit of A! is le'.) Likewise, we abbreviate

e'<p'J to <p'/ These morphisms are thus formally elements of A! and we have

y'Jyjk = çp,k (as usual), but <p'Ve' = 0 for j ¥= k. One must distinguish carefully

between tp'J(a) and tp'^a for a £ AJ. (The latter equals (p'J(a)<p'j.) Consequently, we

sometimes write a'f for <p(a) and have rpa = a^rp.
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As before, HomA(G,M) = Il/M' and we wish to modify the embedding. Define

!: A-MOD - AÎ-MOD as follows: As an abelian group, M!= II,e/II^/MV7- The
operation of A! is defined by

(aiq>u)(mJ<pJk) = a'TiJ(mJ)<p'k,        (mj<p'J)(aJ<pjk) = m'y<J(ai)<pik,

(a'<p,J)(mk<pkl) = 0 = {m'<p'J)(ak(pkl)    for/ ^ k.

We identify M' with M'<p" and abbreviate w'tp" to m'. Note that M! is unital. If

g = <g'>£ HomA(M,N), define g!£ HomA,(M!,N!) by g\(m'<p'r) = g'(m')cp,J.

Note that M'rp'7 is a left-A, right-A7 bimodule. The right module structure is the

same as that induced on M ' by q>'J: Aj -» A.

Let A': 7 -» ALG and A: / -> ALG be diagrams. A morphism A' — A will consist

of an order-preserving function p: I — J (i.e., a functor) and algebra morphisms /':

A" -» A''01 such thalfJ<pp0)p<j) = <p"'/' whenever i <j. In this way diagrams form a

category DIAG. Clearly, !: DIAG -» ALG is a functor—indeed, an embedding. We

also have

Theorem. !: A-MOD -» AÎ-MOD is a full exact embedding.

Proof. It is clear that ! is an exact embedding. To see that it is full, first observe

that multiplication on the right by tp'7 is an additive isomorphism from M ' to M 'tp' '.

Suppose that M,N £ A-MOD and g £ HomA,(M!,N!). Since g(micpiJ) = g(m')<p'7

for m' E M', one sees that g is determined by its restrictions to the M'. Next, if

m' £ M', then g(m') = g(e'mie') = e'g(m')e'. But e'Nle' = N'; so, g(M') E N'.

Define g': M' -» N' to be g |M,. These will unite to define an element of HomA(M, N)

if, for all/' > i, g'T^ = T{jgj. (We use 7$ and T^ to denote the internal morphisms

of M and N, respectively.) Now let m be an element of MJ. Then

cp" -g(m) = g(iffJm) = g{m(m))<ffJ = g'L^(m)^.

But we also have

<P'7 -g(m)= <P,J ■ gJ(m) = T{JgJ(m)<pij.

Since right multiplication by tp" is an additive isomorphism between M' and M'rp'',

it follows that g'T^(m) = T^gj(m), as required.    D

Since ! is a full embedding, there is a natural isomorphism to0: HomA(-, -) ->

HomA,(-!,-!).

(An observation of C. A. Weibel: A! is the incidence matrix ring of a small

additive category CA. To obtain QA, first note that every algebra is the endomor-

phism ring of the single object of a unique additive one object category. So A may be

construed as a functor from 7 to the category of small categories and the Grothendieck

construction [Rm, Example 1.1a] may be applied. The resulting category may then be

enriched in an obvious way to give SA.)

11. Statement of the Cohomology Comparison Theorem (CCT). The exactness of !

makes it clear that ExtA,(-!,-!) is a i/-relative ô-functor on A-MOD. Hence, the

universality of ExtA(-,-) guarantees that w° has a unique extension w*: ExtA(-,-)

-Ext*,(-!,-!).
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Now every allowable exact sequence E: 0 -» M -» M„ — ■ • ■ -» M, -» N -» 0

(« > 0) of A-bimodules gives rise to an allowable exact sequence E\ in Al-MOD.

The correspondence E \-* E ! clearly preserves equivalence and splicing and is a

natural transformation with extends w°. So it must be w*. A priori, co* need not be

an isomorphism—there may be exact sequences connecting M! and N! in AÎ-MOD

which do not have the form E\. Nevertheless, we will see that if A is finite then w" is

an isomorphism for all «. This is the hardest case of the CCT. To state the others we

need some definitions.

If we have an algebra morphism <p: B -» A and right .4-modules M and N, then we

may consider these as ß-modules, and we have an inclusion Hom^M, N) -»

HomB(M, N). This is generally not onto. When it is, we call cp a right Horn

preserving (H.p.) morphism. Onto morphisms and the canonical morphism of a

commutative ring into a localization with respect to some multiplicatively closed set

are H.p. If cp is both right H.p. and makes A into a flat left 5-module then we call cp

a flat H.p. (f.H.p.) morphism; the sidedness will be understood. Flatness is, of course,

automatic in the case of localization.

Cohomology Comparison Theorem (CCT). to* is an isomorphism in each of the

following cases:

(i) I is finite.

(ii) Ip is finite for all p E I; there is a unique maximal element oo in I; and Ap is an

f.H.p. A00-module for each p.

(iii) For all p, Ip is finite and k -> Ap is f.H.p. (Recall that 1' = [i £ I\i> p).)

We shall refer to these as the "finite," "f.H.p.," and "/¿-f.H.p." cases, respectively.

In the last, we can extend A to an f.H.p. diagram A+ by setting A+ = k. An

A-bimodule M can be extended to an A + -bimodule M+ with M+ = 0.

The CCT would be trivial if ! preserved either projectives or injectives. In fact it

preserves neither. For projectives, let A be cp: B -> A and M be <pe: Be -» Ae, a

primitive projective. Then cp!= B ® A ® Aq> and M! = Be © Ae ® Ae<p. In (cp!)e

consider the ideal 91L = Be © Acp ® Bop ® Ae © A ® (^cp)°P, which we view as a

tp!-bimodule. There is an epimorphism /: 911 -» M! sending acp ® b to (a ® 6<p)cp

and which is otherwise obvious. However, there is no right inverse g to /. For the

only possible preimage of 1B ® \B is itself, considered as an element of (3H, and

similarly for \A ® \A. If g existed then we would have

g(<P(h ®   1*))  = g(0¿   ®   U?)   = g(l„  ®   U<P =  (IA   ®   U<P,

while tpg(lB «S» \B) = cp(lB ® \B) = lA(p ® \B, which is different. For injectives,

choose an (allowable) A -bimodule monomorphism A ® A -> I where 7 is an /l-injec-

tive, let 7 denote 7 considered as a 7?-bimodule by means of cp, and let I be id: 7 -» 7.

This is a primitive injective, and I! = 7 © 7 © 7cp. Now consider another ideal of

(cp!)e, namely the <p!-bimodule

% = B ® Aop ® A<p O Aop ® B ® U<p)°p © /Icp ® ( /4cp)op.

The submodule /4cp ® Aop ® A<p ® (/lcp)op has a monomorphism into I! sending

acp ® a' to a ® a' £ 7 and acp ® a'cp to (a ® a')tp £ 7cp. This cannot, however, be
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extended to/: 91 -» I!, since we would then have/(# ® Aop) — 0, whence

f(<p(B®A°P)) =f(A<p®A°P) = 0.

Note that though ! does not preserve all projectives (or all injectives), it remains an

open question whether it preserves enough projectives (or enough injectives). Either

would suffice for the proof of the theorem.

In the f.H.p. case, if I is a primitive injective, then I!—while not generally injective

in AI-MOD—will be an injective left module over a subalgebra Aï of the enveloping

algebra of A!. This will yield case (ii) of the CCT.

We should comment that ! also induces a /¿-module morphism wA M: exal(A, M) -»

exal(A!,M!). When wAM is an isomorphism the final lemma of §7 shows: (1)

ker wA M = ker f J, = the module of inessential extensions, and, (2) wA M is an epi-

morphism if 772(K, M) = 0.

12. The ring Aï. We shall denote the enveloping algebra A\e of A! by A!®A!

rather than A!® A!op. So multiplication in the second tensor factor is reversed—even

though we have dropped the "op". Now define AT, AI E A\e by

at= n n n iiAcp'^AV,
/£/ j~>i k^j l^k

and

Ai = n u n ii Ay ® Ay'.
IË/ yS»; k^j l^k

Then Aï is a subring and A| is a two-sided ideal in A!e. There is an exact sequence

0 -» A¿-> A!c -> Aî-> 0; so A\e is a semidirect product of A| and Aï. The unit

element of Aï is e - IieiJe' ® e'. Note that A| e - 0, so (A j)(Aî) = 0.

If 9H is any left A!e-module, then <?91t is a left module over eA\ee = Aï. So there

is a functor A!-MOD -» left Aï-MOD, *3TL i—> e91t, which is clearly exact, but may

fail to be full. As before, the forgetful functor may be used to define a relative

cohomology ExtAr(-,-) on left Aï-MOD. The universality of ExtA!(-,-) guaran-

tees a unique natural transformation a*: ExtA,(-, -) -» ExtAr (e-, e-).

If M is in A-MOD, then eM!= M!. It is easy to see that the composition of

functors A-MOD -» AI-MOD -* left Aï -MOD, M i-> M! is an exact, full embed-

ding. The universality of ExtA(-, -) quarantees a unique extension of the isomor-

phism HomA(-,-) ^HomA, (-!,-!) to a natural transformation t;*: ExtA(-,-) ->

ExtA, (-!, -!). It follows from uniqueness that tj* = a*u*.

Now, if 51L is in AI-MOD, then e'Dlt is still a module over A!e, as Ale = 0.

Meanwhile, A!c -> Aï induces an exact functor left Aï-MOD -» AI-MOD. (The two

possible structures on e 911 coincide.) Once again, universality guarantees a unique

0*:ExtAT(-,-)-ExtA!(-,-).

We wish to examine a*ß* and ß*a*. If 911 and 91 are left Aï-modules, then

e'Dlt = 91L and e9l = 9L. Thus, a*ß* is the unique extension of id: HomAî (-, -) -»

HomAl (-, -); that is, a*ß* = id. Now let S: 0 - 91L - 91t„ ->-* 911, - 91 - 0

be an exact sequence of A!-bimodules. Then

e&: 0 -» e91L - e91L„-> e9H, ^ e% - 0
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is an exact sequence of left Aï -modules (and, so, is exact in AI-MOD). Now $ i-> e&

is a natural transformation which extends HomA!(-,-) -* HomA!(e-, e-). So does

ß*a*. Thus, ß*a* must be given by S \-* eS. There is always a morphism of

extensions S -» e& in AI-MOD. When 91L = e91L and 91 = e9l this is an equivalence

of extensions, as it has equality at both ends. For such 91L and 91, ß*a* thus

becomes the identity. This applies, in particular, when 911 = Ml and 9t = N!.

Hence, a* is a natural isomorphism. Since r¡* = a*«*, we see that w* is an

isomorphism if and only if tj* is.

If A-MOD -» left Aï-MOD preserves enough injectives, then for each N,

ExtAt(N!,-l) will be a universal ô-functor on A-MOD. Hence, tj* will be an

isomorphism. When N is projective, it follows that Ext AT (N!, Ml) vanishes for all M

and « > 0. Thus, ExtAT(-!,M!) is universal for each M and tj* is a natural

isomorphism of bifunctors. Now, in A-MOD there are enough relative injectives

which are products of primitives (§2). Hence, the CCT will follow from: If I is a

primitive relative injective in A-MOD, then I! is a relative injective as a left

A î -module.

The next section is devoted to proving this statement in the f.H.p. case.

13. Proof of the CCT in the f.H.p. case. Let 9H and 91 be left Aï -modules. Define

%'J to be e' ® eJ9l, an e' ® ej Aï-module. Note that only the A ® Aj piece of

e'® e'A\ acts nontrivially on 91'/ For 91 = N!, %iJ = N'<piJ and, so, 91 =

II,e,IIy>(9l'7. If g £ HomAt(9H, 91), then g(91t'7) Ç 91'/ When 91= II,fl>,91'/
one readily sees that HomAt (911, 91) is the subgroup of n,n;&,HomA,,g,AJ(91L'7, 9l'7)

consisting of those [g'J) which satisfy:

for all m E 9H'7, « < i, and k >j,
(\)
v ; ghk{<ph' ® <Pjk -m) = <ph' ® <pJkgiJ(m).

This applies, in particular, for 91 = N!—if Ip is finite for all p. Consequently, we

shall assume this throughout the remainder of this section. We further assume that

the index set has a unique maximal element oo, and that rp'°°: A°° -» A is f.H.p. for

every i.

From the results of the last section, we see that we need only show: if I is a

primitive relative injective in A-MOD, then HomAT (-, I!) preserves the exactness of

allowable exact sequences. For convenience, let 0 denote an arbitrary index, let 7 be

a relative injective in A°-MOD, and let I be given by I' = 7 if i > 0, and I' = 0

otherwise. (Note that T'j: \j -» I' is either the identity or 0.) Of course, II'7 = 7tp'7 if

0 < / <j, and is 0 otherwise. An element of HomAT (911,1!) is determined by a

consistent tuple {g'j) for i > 0. We claim that there is a natural isomorphism

HomAT(91L,I!) - HomeAo®Ao„(91t0oo,I!000).

First note, from (1), that if g is in the former group, then cp0' ® cp^g'^w) =

g0oo((p0' <8> tpJ^m). But left multiplication by cp0' ® cpyo° is a group isomorphism

I<pu - 7<p0o°. Hence, given any g0o° £ HomAo8Aoo(91t0oo,I!0ai), the last equation will

uniquely define a collection {gu), which clearly satisfies (1). (The H.p. hypothesis is
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necessary to insure that g'J is an A7-morphism.) Thus, it suffices to show that

I!0x = I(p0x is a relative injective left A0 ® A^-module.

Let M be a bimodule over an algebra A. If cp: B -» A is an algebra morphism, use

M to denote M with the left A ® 7?op-module structure: a ® b-x = axtp(b). The

CCT in the f.H.p. case follows from

Lemma. If<p:B^A gives A the structure of a flat left B-module and I is a ( relative )

injective A-bimodule, then I is a (relative) injective left A ® Bop-module.

Proof. Let M' -» M be an (allowable) inclusion of A ® 7?op-modules and let 6:

M' -» I be any morphism. Then 0 factors as

v'\ 8i    — By        64    —
M' -AT ®BA ^I®BA -7-7,

where 6\(m) = m ® 1, 62 = 6 ® id, 63(x ® a) = xa, and 04 = id. Note that c93f72 is an

A -bimodule morphism. Since A is flat, there is an (allowable) A -bimodule inclusion

M' ®BA -> M®BA. Then 6362 can be extended to give 6: M ®BA - I. Let 6X:

M -» M ®BA be 6x(m) = m ® 1. Then the required extension of 6 is 0A60X.    D

14. Proof of the CCT in the /¿-f.H.p. case. We continue the assumption that lp is

finite for all p and replace the other assumptions of §13 by k -> A, is f.H.p. for all /'.

If u* is a natural isomorphism of bifunctors on A-MOD we shall simply say "co* is

an isomorphism for A."

Let A: I -> ALG be a diagram and let m be a maximal (but not necessarily

largest) element of 7. Set J = ¡\m and A(. = A [, (the "contraction" of A). Likewise,

set Mt = M [/ for any M £ A-MOD. An A(-bimodule M can be extended to an

A-bimodule M+ by setting M"' = 0. Let 9H be an A, ï -module and, for each Km,

consider the direct mapping system {9H'7 -> 9H'*},Sy<*<OT—the morphisms being

left multiplication by e' ® tpjk. Then 91Ï/"' = lim91t'' has a natural structure as a left

A^® A"' jnodule. If i^m, let 9l/m = 0 and define an Aï-module asi,-

9H xn,91t+!. One then has M+!= M!+ for any M £ A(.-MOD. The extension

functors + : A(.-MOD — A-MOD and +: A, î-left modules -» Aï-left modules are

both full exact embeddings.

As remarked in §11, a /¿-f.H.p. diagram can be extended to an f.H.p. one, for

which we know that u* is an isomorphism. The problem here is to prove from this

that it is an isomorphism for the original diagram. Taking the extended diagram as

A, this is a special case of the following

Theorem. Suppose that w* is an isomorphism for a diagram A: I -> ALG. Let m be

any maximal element of I and let J = 7\{m}.  Then w* is an isomorphism for

A   — A I

Proof. The hypothesis is equivalent to: tja: ExtA(-,-) -» Ext£(-!,-!) is an

isomorphism. It will suffice to show the same is true of

T,*:ExtA(-,-)-ExtA ,(-!,-!).
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(i) (epi). Let S: 0 -> M!^ 91L„_, -> ■ • • -» 91L, -» N!-> 0 represent a class in

ExtA , (NI, Ml). Then, since t/a is an epimorphism and M!+ = M+ I, S+ is equiva-

lent to some El, where E: 0 - M - M„_, - • • • -» M, -» N -» 0 is in A-MOD. So

S = S+c is equivalent to Ec\.

(ii) (mono). Let E represent a class in ExtA(N, M). If £ ! is equivalent to 0, then so

is E\ + . But E\ + = E+ I and tja is a monomorphism. Hence, E+ is equivalent to 0.

Then E = E+c represents the trivial class as well.    D

The /¿-f.H.p. case is a kind of "affine" case of the CCT. For if we have an affine

variety, let k be its function ring, and A the localizations corresponding to the basic

opens. In this way, one obtains a /¿-f.H.p. diagram. (Since k will be noetherian, the

finiteness hypotheses will follow.)

15. Projective complexes over elementary modules. An A-bimodule N will be

called q-elementary if N' = 0 for i =£ q (i.e.,N is in the image of the functor Fq). In

this section, we construct and compare projective complexes over N and N! for

elementary modules N. While these complexes are always allowable resolutions, we

postpone the proof of this to the next section. They will then be used to prove that

w*: ExtA(N, -) — Ext*A!(N!,-l) is an isomorphism whenever N is elementary.

Finally, an induction will deliver the CCT in the finite case.

To set the context for the eventual comparison of complexes, let tE be an abelian

category with a distinquished class of allowable morphisms and enough relative

projectives [M, Chapter XII]. Let A be an object in t? and choose an arbitrary

allowable (relative) projective resolution X. of A: • • • -* Xn+X -* Xn -» • • • -* X0 -*

A — 0. [That is, each Xn is a relative projective and every morphism is allowable.]

Then Ext*( A, -) is naturally isomorphic to 77*(Homtf(X., -)) [M, p.269].

Let N be an object in A-MOD and choose arbitrary allowable (relative) projective

resolutions X. -> N -» 0 and Y. -» N! — 0. Since I is exact, X. I -» N! -» 0 is a resolu-

tion and projectivity of Y. implies the existence of a lifting X. : Y. -» X. !. (Any two

such liftings are chain homotopic.) Thus, there is a map of complexes

(1) HomA!(X. !,-)-» HomA!(7.!,-).

Composing (1) with the isomorphism HomA(-, -) -» HomA,(-!, -!) and invoking the

description of Ext above produces

(2) ExtA(N,-)-Ext*,(N!,-!),

which is independent of the lifting X.. The universality of ExtA(-, -) now guarantees

that (2) coincides with w*. Similar remarks apply with A! replaced by Aï and to* by

i,*.

Suppose now that N is g-elementary. Let 2 = 29 = 2(79), where Iq is the ideal

Iq = {i\i < q) El. Set 2_, = {(<?)} and extend the definition of the boundary 3 to

the 0-chains by 3(¡) = (q). The projective complex over N will be built from one

over Fq(Aqe), the ¿/-elementary bimodule determined by Aqe.

For / £ 7, let P(i) be the primitive (relative) projective given by P(i)J = AJe if

;" < i, and P(i)J = 0 otherwise. If i > k >j, then the internal morphism Ake -> A'e of
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P(i) is just ¡pJ ® <pJk. For every a £ 2, let P(a) denote a copy of P(vo) indexed by

a and set P„ = IICTesn ,P(cr). Note that P, is just the coproduct of all P(/') with

i E Iq and P0 = P(q). The boundary 9n+1: Pn+X -» Pn is determined by its restric-

tions to P(a) for a £ 2„. Let a £ P(a)' for some / < va. Then a'„+xa = (aT) £ Pn' =

II2 P(t)', where aT = (-l)"~ra if t = ar for some r, and aT = 0 otherwise. (Notice

that this is meaningful since var > va for every r and, so, P(ar)' = P(a)1.) It is easy

to verify that 3n+1 is a morphism and that 3„3n+, =0 for n > 1. There is an

allowable epimorphism e: P0 -» Fq(Aqe) defined by zq — id and e' = 0 for i =£ q. It is

immediate that e is a cokernel of 3,, and, so, we have a projective complex

(3) P.-»F«(A") -0.

Before describing the projective complex over N, we turn to that over

Fq(Aqe)\=   U A"® AV*-
k»q

For i < q, set

9(i) = AU'® eq =  u   IIAV®AV*-
A«!/ k>q

This is a relative projective left Aï-module, as it is generated by an idempotent. As

before, we define 9(a) and 9n to be 9(va) and IIoe2 _^(a), respectively. Again,

the boundary 3„+1: 6Yn+x -» <■?„ is determined by its restrictions 3°+1 to ^P(a) for

a E 2„. Recall that cp(i, j) = tp'-' for / </ and cp(a, t) = cp(ua, vt) whenever do <

VT. Then define the A î -morphism 3„°+, by

3;+1ae-®^=(aT)£<3>„=   ]J 9(T),
2,-1

where aT = (-l)"~racp(a, ar) ® eq if t = ar for some r, and aT = 0 otherwise. Clearly,

9A+1 = Ofor« > 1. The image of 3, in% = Aïe* ® eq islih<qllk>qAh<phq ® AV*-

So the quotient morphism e': % -> 77<7(Ai''')! is a cokernel of 3, and is allowable. We

now have a projective complex

(4) q>.-*Fq(Aqe)\-+0.

Even though we have not yet shown (3) to be an allowable resolution, we

construct an explicit comparison morphism \. : 9. -* P. !. We begin by defining, for

each i *£ q, an Aï-morphism a': ^P(/') -» P(0- Now X' is determined by the destina-

tion of e' ® eq in P(i)\. Set \'(e' ® eq) = e' ® e'<p'q. Since the morphism A!e -> AAe is

just cp*' ® cp'", we see that the product of (phi ® eq E Aï with e' ® c?'cp'? £ P(/)! is

just eh ® eYq E P(i)\ and, consequently, X(ah<phi ® bq<pqk) = ah ® <phq(bq)<phk.

Next, let X": 9(a) -> P(a)! be \KO and define Xn to be \„ = Uoe2„.^a- II is easy to

verify that X. is a chain map.

After assembling some facts and notation, we shall turn our attention to an

arbitrary (/-elementary bimodule N. If B is any /c-algebra and F is a left ß-module,

then fi ® | V\ is a relative left ß-projective, since ß ® - is the left adjoint to an

obvious forgetful functor | — | . Then multiplication, fi ® | V | -» V, is an allowable
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epimorphism. (The /¿-splitting is v t-» 1 ® v.) We define ñ-modules Kn inductively by

K0= Fand

(5) 0^ K„^Q®\Kn_x\^Kn_x -0    for«>0.

(At each stage, we select a specific kernel.) Although we shall not need it here, we

remark that splicing these short exact sequences yields an allowable relative projec-

tive resolution of V.

When M is an A-bimodule and IF is a /¿-module, M ® W will be the bimodule

given by (M ® W)' = M' ® W. Note that Fq(M) ® W = Fq(M ® W) for any

A'-bimodule M. If M is a/-primitive relative projective, then M ® IF is also.

For each r s* 1, let Qr be a kernel of 3r_,: Pr_, -» Pr_2. So Q, = ker e. Let M be

an arbitrary A^-bimodule. Since e is allowable, tensoring with | M | produces an

allowable exact sequence

(6) 0 -Q, ® |M|-P0® \M\-> Fq(Aqe) ® |M|^0.

Composing the last morphism with the allowable epimorphism Fq(Aqe ® \ M |) -*

Fq(M) yields an allowable epimorphism eM: P0 ® | M \ -» Fq(M). We now apply (5)

with Í2 = Aqe and V = N. For simplicity, we abbreviate e^ and id^- to en and id„.

We define L„ to be a kernel of £„_, when « > 1. Since Fq is exact, there is a

commutative diagram of exact sequences:

(V)

0     -     Q,®K-,|     - Po®l*„-.l -     Fq(Aqe)®\K„„x\     -     0
II 1

0     - L„ - Po®K-.l - Fq(Kn_x) -    0
|E®id„-, II

0     -        Fq(Kn)        -    Fq(Aqe ®\Kn_x\)     - Fq(Kn_x) -    0

There are canonical morphisms completing the left column of (7) to an allowable

short exact sequence. Note that we have a morphism 3, ® id„_,: P, ® | K„_x |->

Q, ® |Kn^x |. Also, since P0 ® |Kn\ is a relative projective and e ® id„_,: L„ -»

Fq(Kn) is an allowable epimorphism, e„ lifts to give ê„: P0 ® |Kn\ — L„. (There will

be many choices for in. We fix one for the remainder of this discussion.) Thus,

continuing the use of matrix notation for morphisms, (3, ® id„_, ên) is a morphism

Pi ® \K„-\ I ®po ®\Kn\^ K- Now> for eacn ' there is a /¿-splitting l!„ = Q\ ®

| K„_, | © V with p': Fq(KJ - V. So im(e^ - pV) Ç Q', ® | Kn_, |. But imp' n Q',

® | Kn_x |= (0), and, hence, im êj, n Q', <8> |K„_x |= (0). This implies that ê„ is al-

lowable and that

ker(3, ® id„_, l„) = ker(3, ® id„_,) © ker en = ker(3, ® id„_,) © L„+1.

Furthermore, if 3, is allowable and (3) is exact at P0, then (3, ® id„_, ê„) is an

allowable epimorphism.

We can now describe the projective complex over N = Fq(N). Define P„(N) by

p„(JV)= Üp,-®K-,|.
;=0
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The boundary dn+x(N): P„+x(N) -» P„(N) is determined by its restrictions to

P, ® | #„+,_,. |. For/>1,

o„+x(N) = di®id„+x_i:Pi®\Kn+x^\-*Pi-x®\K„+x_i\.

For / = 0, 3„ +1( N) = £n+,. (We abuse notation by using e„ to represent P0 ® | Kn | —

L„ -» Po ® | ^„-1 | •) Note that 3„+ X(N) is allowable if every 3, is. Also, we see that

ker3„(A) =   H ker(3, ® id„_,) © L„+1.
iS= 1

Further, 3„+1(A) factors through U„2Q, ® | 7C„+1_, | ©L„+1. Thus. dn(N)an+x(N)

= 0 and we have a (relative) projective complex

(8) P.(JV)-N-»0   withP„(7V)= LlP,®K-,|.

When (3) is an allowable resolution,

ker(3,®id„_,) = Q,+ l®|AV,|    and   im3„+,(A) =   H Q, ®K+I_,| © Lfl+1.
;3=2

So (8) is an allowable resolution as well. Finally, note that this complex is not

functorial in N. It depends upon the choices of the Kn and £„. (The first of these

problems can be surmounted since the categories are selective [M, p. 256]. The

second, however, seems inescapable.)

Naturally, we now wish to describe a projective complex over N!. We make two

preliminary observations. First, if M is an A-bimodule and IF is a /¿-module, then

(M ® W)\= M!® IF. Second, for an arbitrary A9-bimodule M, we have an allow-

able epimorphism Fq(Aqe ® \M\)\-* Fq(M)\. We can now proceed as before—with a

slight twist. We let Qr be the kernel of 3r_,: %_x -» %_2 and define e'M to be the

allowable epimorphism % ® | A/|- Fq(Aqe)\®\ M |-> Fq(M)\. Note that e'M =

eMl(X0 ® idM). Again, for all n > 1, define L„ as L„ = ker e^,_,. This time we must

exercise some care in our choice of the liftings ê'n, as follows:

(e!®idII_1)(\0® id„_,) = e' ® id„_,

and, consequently, the restrictions to Ln coincide. Also, en\(X0 ® id,,) = e'„. Thus,

£„!(A0®idn) is a lifting of e'n to a morphism % ® |7C„|^L„! whose image is

contained in the image of A0 ® id„_,: Ln -* Ln!. This can then be lifted further to

give e'n: % ® | Kn |— L„ satisfying (A0 ® idn_x)è'n = £„!(A0 ® id,,). Now, with these

choices for î'n, we proceed precisely as before and obtain a projective complex

(9) 9.(N) - N!- 0   withf„(7Y) = U^P, ®\Kn_\.

Naturally, on % ® | Kn+X_t \ for i > 1, the boundary is 3„+1(A) = 3, ® id„+I_,; for

i = 0, 3„+1(A) = ê;,+ 1. When (4) is an allowable resolution, (9) is as well.

Finally, we need the comparison morphism X.(N): 9.(N) -* P.(A)!. Since

P„(N)! = IIP,.!® | K„_,■ | , it is not surprising that we define X„(N) by

a„(A0=   UA,®id„_,.

This will give a chain map if X,_x(N)d,(N) = 3,(A)!A,(A) for all / > 1. (We have

already noted that e^, = eN\X0(N).) Since À. is itself a chain map, we need only show
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E„!(À0 ® id„) = (X0 ® id„_i)ê^. But our choices for the liftings ê'„ were designed to

satisfy this equation and, so, X.(N) is a chain map.

16. A restricted CCT and the CCT for finite diagrams. We wish to show that the

relative projective complexes constructed in the last section are allowable resolu-

tions. As we have remarked, it suffices to show this for (3) and (4) of that section.

Once again, we make some preliminary observations.

If J is a partially ordered set with a smallest element 0, then 2(/) is the cone on

2(J\{0}). Consequently, it is contractible and its chain complex is exact. Denote

the chain complex by

ri R

(1) ■ • • - C„(J) 4. •. - c,(/) -QU) -z -. 0.

Recall that Cn(J) is the free abelian group generated by 2„(7). So tensoring (1) with

any ring will result in another exact sequence. We note for future use that (1) has a

contracting homotopy: for « > 0, define %n: Cn(J) -> Cn+ X(J) by

9C«('"» <••■<*o) =-(-l)"(0<'■„<■••<i'o)

if /„ ¥= 0 and 3C„(0 < ■ - • < i0) = 0. Also, define 9C_,: Z - C0(J) by 9C_,1 = (0).

One easily checks the conditions for a contracting homotopy, to wit: e%_x = id,

3,5C0 + 9C_,e = id, and d„+x%n + %„_ld„ = id for « > 0.

Let 6E and 9H be abelian categories, and let F: & -» 91L be an exact, additive,

faithful functor. [Examples, (i) & = A-MOD, 91L = k-MOD, F = U (as defined in

§7); (ii) & = fi-left mod, 911 = k-MOD, F = \ -1 .] Suppose that X. - A is a complex

in ££. Then it is an F-allowable resolution if and only if F(X.) -> F(A) has a

contracting homotopy [M, p. 265].

Now consider the complex P. -» Fq(Aqe) -> 0. For any A-bimodule M, U(M) =

II | M' | . We need a contracting homotopy for the complex U(P.) -» U(Fq(Aqe)) -» 0

in /¿-MOD. But this complex is just the product of the complexes

(2) |p/|-.|f«(aí')1->o.

It then suffices to exhibit the contracting homotopy for each of these. Since

P(a)p = P(va)p = 0, if p 4 va, (2) is the zero complex if p £ Iq. When p = q, (2)

reduces to 0 —» | Aqe | -> | A''e \ — 0 and the identity is a contracting homotopy. Finally,

if p<q, let / = Iq n Ip = {/' I/? =£ / < q) and 2' = 2(/). [Note that p is the

smallest element of J.] Then

PnP=     II    P(af = A^®C„_,(7),        P,f = A",       F"(A"')p = 0,
«62;-i

and (2) reduces to | A^l ®C.(/)->| A^l-0. Since this is also the result of

tensoring (1) with Ape and applying | — | , the required homotopy is idAP» ® %..

Next, we examine 9. -» F*(A?e)! -» 0. For each /? < q, let Ti^ £ Aï be the idempo-

tent Ep = 2j>qep ® eJ. Observe that

E3(i)
U Ap<pp'® AV*    if/>^L

k»q

0 otherwise.
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Hence, for any i < q,

9(¡)=l lEph(i)= UE,9(i)
V />«<7       ' püq

and, so, % = Mp^qEp%. Likewise, EpFq(Aqe)\ is Fq(Aqe)\ when p = a, and is 0

otherwise. So, as before, it suffices to exhibit a contracting homotopy for each of the

complexes

(3) It^.Ht^f^a^iI-o.

When/; = q, (3) reduces to

0 U A* ® AV*
k~»q

►iT^A^il-O,

and the identity is a contracting homotopy. lip < q, let / = Ip n Iq and 2' = 2(/).

Then | Ep% | is isomorphic as a À:-module to | TS.k^qAp ® AV* I ® C„-,(/). Now

F«(A'®A«)!=  ]}Ap®Aq(pqk.

k»q

We see that (3) reduces to

\Fq(A» ® A«)!| ® C.(/) ^\Fq(Ap ® A«)!| - 0.

This is also the result of tensoring (1) with A^ ® Aq and applying, in succession, the

exact functors Fq, !, and |—|. Hence, it is exact and the required homotopy is

id ® %..
The allowable resolutions of N and N! (for elementary N), are the essential

ingredients in the proof of the next theorem. We shall need two others.

The first is classical adjoint associativity: Let R and S be rings with a morphism

R -> S. Suppose that A is a left-5, right-7?-module; B is a left-Ä-module; and C is a

left-5-module. Then Homs(A ®R B, C) s= Homs(,4, HomR(B, C)).

The second is a lemma whose statement requires a preliminary definition. Now set

Eh = 2^heh ® e'. We shall call an A-module 911 special if: (1) 9H -*. nA£*91t,

m i-» (Ehm), is a ^-isomorphism; and (2) for all « and all / > h, (left) multiplication

by eh ® <phi is a /t-isomorphism GR,f'h -» 9H;". The simplest example of a special

module is M!, where M is an arbitrary A-bimodule. So the full subcategory of

special modules S contains the image of the functor !. We define a functor r:

% - A-MOD as follows: (/-91L)' = 91L" and, for i <j, T": (rÚ,y - (/-91t)' is the
unique /c-morphism defined by e' ® q>'JT'J(x) = <p'J ® e'x. It is routine to check that

T'j is an Ay-morphism and that there is an A î-monomorphism e^: (r91L)!-» 9H.

(Indeed, r is the right adjoint to ! : A-MOD -> § and e^ is the counit of the

adjunction.) One can easily show that if Ip is finite for all p, then e^ is an

isomorphism for all 9H and, so, S is precisely the image of !. Conversely, if Ip is

infinite for some/7, then Up\ij>pAp<ppJ is special but is not in the image of !. Clearly,

S is closed under the formation of kernels, cokernels, and direct sums and, thus, is

abelian. The product as A î -modules of an arbitrary collection of special modules is

special; the dual statement is false. (If 911 is the coproduct as Aï-modules of a
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family {91tx}A in S, then HhEhGyi is their coproduct in S. Also, 9!t,-» nA£A9!L,

while always a monomorphism, is an isomorphism if and only if A is finite. Note

that the coproduct in S of {MX!}A is (UAMX)!.)

Our interest in special modules springs from the next lemma. Let F be a

/¿-bimodule and M an A-bimodule. Define another A-bimodule Hom^F, M) by

Hom^^My^Hom^F.M'). Of course, Hornk(V,M)J-+Hornk(V,My is just

composition with MJ -> M'. There is an evident adjoint associativity:

HomA(N ® V,M) s HomA(N,Homt(K,M)).

It is easy to see that rriomk(V, M!) = Hom^F, M) and, so, we have e:

Hom^F.M)!-^ Hom^M!). If Ip is finite for every p with M* * 0, then M! =

n,Il .^/M'tp'7 and e is an isomorphism. In general, however, Hom^(F, M!) is not in

the image of !—but it is in §, as the following lemma asserts.

Lemma.  If 911 is special, then Hom^ V, M) is as well.

Proof. Let 91 = Hom^F, 9t) and note that for any i «£/, 9l'7 = ei ® eJ% =

Hom*(F, 91t'7). It follows that Eh%= Hornk(V, £''911) and, hence, that %->

\ihEh(Ül is a /¿-isomorphism. Moreover, the /¿-isomorphism 911** — 9H*' induces a

/¿-isomorphism Hom^F, 911**) — Horn ¿.(F, 91t'"). Employing the remark above, we

see that this is exactly the required isomorphism 91** -» 91*'.    □

Theorem. 7/N is elementary, then u*: ExtA(N,-) -> ExtA,(N!,-!) is an isomor-

phism.

Proof. Set N = Fq(N). The theorem will follow from the opening remarks of §15

if we show that X.(N) induces an isomorphism of complexes HomAt (P.(A)!, -!) -»

HomAI (9.(N), -!). This in turn will follow if we show that A, ® id„_, induces an

isomorphism HomA! (P,\®\Kn_i\ ,-!)- HomAl (%® \Kn_x \, -!). But by adjoint

associativity, this is true if and only if X, induces an isomorphism

HomAl(P,!,Hom,(|A'„_,|,-!))-HomAT(^,Hom,(| Kn_,\,-\)).

Since Hom¿(| AV, | ,M!) is special for all M, it suffices to prove: if 911 is special,

then X. induces an isomorphism of complexes

(4) HomAt(P !,91t) - HomAt(<3>., 91).

The definitions of the projectives and X. allow us to reduce this still further to: if 911

is special, then X induces an isomorphism HomAt (P(i)\, 91L) -» HomAt (9(i), 911).

An element of the latter group is determined by the image of <?' ® eq. Thus, X

induces an isomorphism if and only if an element of the former group is determined

by the image of X(e' ® eq) = e' ® e'cp'?. We demonstrate this by a simple calcula-

tion invoking the "special" nature of 911.

Let/: P(i')!-> 911 be an Aï-morphism. We have

/(<?'' ® e'(p,q) = <?' ® <piqf(e' ® e'),

and for any « < i, f(eh ® eh) E 911**. But multiplication by e' ® cp"? is an isomor-

phism 91L" -» 91L'?. So it is sufficient to show that/is determined by/(<?' ® <?'). Now

/(a* ® b\hk) = ah ® bh<phkf(eh ® <?*) e £*91t.
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Since 911= II £* 911, P(/)! = ïlEhP(i)\, and EhP(i)\ = U*>*A*V*, we see that/is

determined by the collection [f(eh ® eh) E 91L**}Ae,, subject to a coherence condi-

tion. To discover the condition, let « < / < i. Then

eh ®<phlf(eh® eh) = f(eh ® e\hl) =/(cp*' ® e' ■ e1 ® e') = cp*' ® e'f{e' ® e').

Thus, {f(eh ®eh))isa collection {mh E 91L**} satisfying

(5) eA ® <ph'mh = <phl ® e W   whenever «</</.

Conversely, any collection satisfying (5) defines an element / £ HomAI(P(,)!, 911)

by f(eh ® eh) = mh. Now fix m' and consider (5) with / = i. Since multiplication by

eh ® (phl is an isomorphism 911** — 911*', m' determines a unique collection [m1')

satisfying (5) with / = i. It is then an easy matter to verify that [mh) satisfies (5) for

all /, and so m' determines a unique morphism P(/)!-> 911. That is,/is determined

by /(e' ® e') as claimed.    D

The support of an A-bimodule M is the set suppM = {z'IM't^O}. If N is

(/-elementary—say N = Fq(N)—then suppP0(A) = Iq U {</} and suppP„(A) E

suppP0(A). So when suppM n suppP0(A) = 0, we find HomA(P.(A),M) = 0

and Ext *(N, M) = 0.

The restricted CCT mentioned in the section title is the following

Corollary. 7/suppN is finite, then w*: ExtA(N,-) — ExtA,(N!,-!) is an isomor-

phism.

Proof. We proceed by induction on the cardinality « of supp N. (The case « = 1

is the theorem.) Let q be any minimal element in suppN. Define N' to be the

(/-elementary bimodule N' = Fq(Nq). Then we have an allowable short exact se-

quence 0 -» N' -» N — N" -» 0, and suppN" has cardinality n — 1. Since w*:

ExtA(-,M) — ExtA,(-!,M!) is a transformation of (relative) ô-functors, the five-

lemma shows that it is an isomorphism at N if it is at N' and N". The first of the

required isomorphisms follows from the theorem; the second is the induction

hypothesis.    G

Finally, if A is a finite diagram, then every module is, perforce, finitely supported.

Hence, the proof of the CCT in the finite case is concluded.

Here are a few exercises which are not needed later. Fix p and q in 7. If p 4 q,

then Ext*x(Fq(N), FP(M)) = 0. Otherwise, let A' be the restriction of A to Ipq = {/'1

p < i < q). The restriction functor A-MOD -» A'-MOD, MwM' is exact, but not

full. Nonetheless, if supp M U supp N Ç Ipq, then Ext A(N, M) s Ext A,(N', M').

Moreover (hard), if 7 is finite, linearly ordered, and has cardinality d+ 1, then

Ext*x(Fq(N), Fp(M)) = Ext\;d(N, M).

17. The cochain map t: C*(A, -) — C*(A!, -!). Let A be an arbitrary diagram and

use tp* to denote the composite natural transformation

77*(A,-) -ExtA(A,-) -ExtA,(A!,-!) -77*(A!,-!).

Note that <o* is an isomorphism if and only if tp* is. In this section we describe an

explicit cochain map t: C*(A, -) -> C*(A!, -!) and show that 77*(t) = tp*.
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For any A-bimodule M, a cochain F E C'(A!,M!) with m > 1 will be called strict

if:

(i) F(xm,... ,jc,) = 0 whenever any xr is the unit element e' of some A.

(ii) F(am<p'»J'»,... ,a2<p'*Ji, ax<phJ') = 0 unlessj„ = im_x,...,j3 = i2,j2 = /,.

(iii) F(am(p'"•'"•-',... ,a2<p'2", a|<p'"«) £ M'-cp'"'0.

(We shall refer to such "matched" elements of A! as strict m-tuples.)

For m = 0, C°(A!, M!) = M!; the elements of UM' will be called strict. If F and G

are strict, then it is easy to verify that so are 8F, F^-G, F°rG for all r, F° G, and,

when M = A, [F, G] (definitions in §4). An w-cochain will be called semistrict if (ii)

and (iii) hold. When 7 is finite, strict is equivalent to semistrict and normal: first, if F

is strict it is semistrict and

F(xm,...,\,...,xx) =  2 F(xm,...,ep,...,xl) = 0,

which is normality. Conversely, if F is semistrict then (ii) implies

F(xm,... ,a'cp'/ e", a V',.. .,xx) = 0

unless/ = p = k. But then

0 = F(xm,...,\,...,xx) = F(xm,...,'2lep,...,xx)

= F(xm,... ,a'cp'/ ej, aJ<pJk,. ..,xx).

Hence (i) holds and F is strict.

Denote the subcomplex of strict cochains of C*(A!,M!) by C*(A!,M!). Observe

that properties (i)-(iii) are natural in M; that is, for any M — N, C*(A!,M!) -»

C*(A!,N!) restricts to give C*(A!,M!) - C*(A!,N!). The strict cohomology will be

denoted H*( A,-!).

The description of the cochain map tm: C*(A, M) -» C*(A!, M!) will be facilitated

by some notation. First we define A to be the set of (possibly) degenerate

(/-simplices in 7: A, = [a = (iq < • • • < /„)}. (If o £ A?\2? we set T" = 0.) For
a E A we let -na be the multiplication cochain in Cq(Ava,Ava): tra(aq,.. .,ax) =

aq ■ ■ ■ a,. We shall write a < a' to mean a is a truncation of a' satisfying va — va';

i.e. a' = (iq < • • • «: i0) while a = (i, < ■ • • « ik). Finally, if / £ Cm(A^, Mq) and

im,... ,ix E Ip, we interpret/(a'"-,... ,a'') in the only reasonable fashion, namely,

fia'-,..., a") =/(cp "»(fl'-),. ..,<p^(a")).

Now for T £ C"(A, M) we define T^,r by

(l)r^,r is strict and

Tiir(a„<p'"'-,...,a1cp'.'o)=   2 ^^Ha„,...,a,)cp'"'«

where a' = (/'„ < ■ • • < /0) and ar E A'.

This extends to A! by (infinite) linearity.

The verification that tm is a cochain map is a tedious computation requiring only

intestinal fortitude and a few sheets of large paper. It is clear that tm is natural in M

and, so, r induces a transformation 77*(t): 77*(A,-) -> 77*(A!,-!). Moreover, it is
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easy to see that 77°(t) = tp°. Now 77*(t) is the unique extension of 77°(t), as

H*(A, -) is universal. So we have, as asserted,

Theorem. 77*(t) = ip*.    D

Since, by definition, t factors as C*(A,-) -» C*(A\,-l) -» C*(A!,-!), it induces a

monomorphism 77*(A,-) -» 77*(A!,-!) and the inclusion induces an epimorphism

77*(A!, -!) -» 77*(A!, -!). In fact, when 7 is finite the latter is an isomorphism.

Lemma. Suppose that I is finite. If g E C(A\, M!) is semistrict and 8g is strict, then

there is a semistrict « £ C"~ '(A!, M!) for which g — 8h is strict.

Proof. We must show that there is a semistrict « for which (g — 8h) is normal.

Since 8g is strict, it is normal. In §7 we gave an iterative procedure for "normalizing"

g when 8g is normal. A quick look at the cochains used there to adjust g reveals

them to be semistrict whenever g is.    D

Proposition. When I is finite 77*(A!, -!) -» 77*(A!, -!) is an isomorphism.

Proof. We need only show B*(A\,M\) n C/(A!,M!) = 5,*(A!,M!). Let / be a

strict «-cochain and suppose that / = 8g. Define g by

g(xn_x,...,xx) =  2 ei"-'ê{ei"',xn_xei^,ei^x„.2ei-',...,ei'x}eio)eio.
a.-,

It is immediate that g is semistrict and we claim / = 8g. For this write X =

(amqimJm,... ,a,cp'J') and observe that ôg(A') = e'm8g(X)eJ'. Hence, since/is strict,

(/"" Sg)(X) - eim[(f - 8g)(X)]ej< = 0. Now g will not be normal;'however, the

lemma above provides a semistrict « such that g — 8h is strict. Then / = 8(g — 8h)

E B*(A\, M!), as required.    D

The proposition implies that when 7 is finite, 77*(A, -) -» 77*(A!, -!) is an isomor-

phism. We do not know if the same is true for arbitrary 7; however, we can exhibit a

cochain map f*: C*(A!,-!) -» C*(A,-) for which t* is a section. Before describing

it, we adapt the concept of a shuffle (§3) to our particular situation—a special case

of "shuffle products with operators."

Let cp = cp'-' and suppose that a £ Aj. The strict shuffle product (cp)*5(a) is

given by (<p) * s(a)= (<p, a) — (a*, cp); that is, as cp passes a it operates, so that

every summand is a strict tuple. This generalizes in an inductive way to give

(cp'p'p-',...,cp'1'0) * i(a„_/,,...,a1> (where each ar E A'0). For convenience we shall

represent the strict/7-tuple (<jprV'-',..., <p,,'°) by the corresponding a E A , namely

* = (/,</,_,< •••«/<>)■

Now let F be in C/ÍA!, M!). Define f jfcF £ C(A, M) by

(2) (r^Fy(an_p,...,ax)tpa = F(a * s(an_p,...,ax)).

Once again, the verification that f j$, is a cochain map is a tedious, but elementary,

computation. Also fj{, is manifestly natural in M and it is trivial to see that fr is the

identity.

18. A single morphism: strict cochains. When w* is an isomorphism, 77*(A, A) has

all the cohomological properties of a single ring as given in [Gl]. In particular, it has
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a cup product which is graded commutative and a graded Lie product linked to the

cup product in a particular way. On the other hand, when A consists of a single

morphism cp: B -» A, as we assume for the rest of this section, then we have already

given candidates for the cup product of cochains (§5) and for a composition product

(§4) whose graded commutator induces the graded Lie product. The composition is

suggested by the deformation theory, since under it the square of a 2-cocycle

represents the primary obstruction to extension of the 2-cocycle to a deformation.

We show here that the products introduced earlier are correct. Suppose that we have

a cp-module T: N -» M. We write cp! for the diagram ring and T\ for the induced

module.

We adopt—for this section only—the following notational convention: when

a,,... ,a„ £ A, the tuple (a,, a,+ l,... ,ay) is denoted a/. Similar notation applies for

B. Also, for F E C*(cp!, T\) we write FA and FB in place of F \A and F \B.

Lemma. If F £ C/"(f» !, T\), then there isaGE Csm~ x(<p\, 7T) such that F= F + 8G

has FA = FA,FB = FB, and

(t) F{arx-\q>, b?+x) = 0   for all r> 1.

Proof. This is purely computational. Suppose that F already satisfies (f) for all

r > s, where 2 < 5 *£ m—a condition vacuously satisfied for s — m. Define gs E

C""'(cp!, T!) as follows:

g,(x„...,*m_,) = 0   if*,- £5©^ foralli«j- 1;

gs(xx,...,x,<p,xi+x,...,xm^x) = gs(xx,...,xi,<pxi+x,...,xm_x) for allí'«« s-2;

and

gs(xx,...,xs_2,a<p,...,xm_x) = F(xx,...,a,tp,...,xm_x).

Then gs is strict,

gf = 0 = gf,       gs{a\-2,<P, ¿ft,) = F{a\-2,\A,<p, &&,) = 0,

and so

(-\)s8gs{a\-x,<p,b?+x) = -F(ar\<P,b?+x).

It follows that F + (-l)s8gs satisfies (f) for all r > s - 1. The required G is then

sr=2(-i)igs- □
The proof of the lemma also shows that

m

F(<p, bxx) = F(<p, bx    ') + 2 (-ir'F(^,. ..,è;_„ cp, ft,""1).
j = 2

Theorem. 7/T £ C*(cp, L) a«aT' £ C*(cp, cp) then t(T° T') = tT° tT' + SGfor

some G E C*(cp!, T\).

Proof. While tI"1 and tT' satisfy (f), tF° tF' need not—but it is strict. It is easy

to see that t(T° T')b = tTb° tT'b = (tT° tT')b and, similarly, for t(T°T')a.

However, in general, t(T° T') =£ (tT° tT'). Let F be the cochain the lemma

associates to tT ° tT'. Denote the dimensions of T and T' by m and «, respectively,
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and set a¡ — bf. Then the comment preceding the theorem shows that

m

F(<p,bx"-2) = TT°TT'(<p,bx"-2) + 2 (-i)'~Vr*Tr(af-I,c,o;,+"-2).
5=2

We compute the right side:

Tr° Tr(«p, bxn~2) = Tr(Tr'(cp, ft,-'), b™+"-2)

+ s (-if"-\T{v,br,TTibr-x),br++n»-2)

= TT(T'AB(b'r])<P, b„"'2) + (-1)"-Ir^*5 T'B(bx"-2)<p

= T'AB(b"x-x)TAB(b^+"-2)(p + TT(T'AB{b"x-x), a„"~2)<p

+ (-\)"-]TABôT'B(b';'+"-2)cp

^>ab^yab + YA ° Y'AB +Í-1 V'~ TAB° T'B (b7+"-2)<p.

Next,

TrcTr'(ar1,<P,^m+n"2) = (-i)(i"')<"_')TrojTr'(ar1,<P,è;,+"-2)

= (-\)(s~])^uTA{a¡-x, T'AB{bi+"-2), a:z;-2h

= (-\f-x*n-X)TA°s T'AB{b7+n-2)^.

Combining these two calculations (and noting that the dimension of T'AB is « - 1),

one sees that

F{<p, b?+"-2) = {TA ö T'AB + (-l)"~]TABö T'B +T'AB~TAB)(br+"-2)<p.

But this is precisely the definition of t(T° T')(tp, b^'^2). Hence, F- t(T° T').

D

Notice that if TA = 0, then t(T° T') = tT° tT'. From the lemma, it follows that

if T £ Zm(q>, cp) and T' E Z"(<p, cp), then the graded commutator [T, T'] = T° T'

- (-l)(m-'K»-i)r'ör is in Zm+"~x((p, cp), and this indeed induces a product on

77*(cp, cp) which agrees with the usual graded Lie product on 77*(cp!,<p!) through

77*(t). In particular, if T" E Zr(q>, cp), then

(-i)mr[r, [r, T"]] + (-i)"m[r', [r", r]] + (-i)'"[r", [r, r]]

is a coboundary.

With the same notations as before, recall that in §5 we defined T'   T by

r'^r = (r'ß^r5,r'^r^;r"4ß^cprfi + (-i)"r^cp-r^).

A computation similar to the previous one, but simpler, shows that t(T'w T) and

tT'^-tT are cohomologous. As before, if TA — 0, then t(T— T') = tT— tT'. We

have, therefore, an explicit realization in terms of cochains of the cohomology

operations on 77*(cp, cp).
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19. The Nijenhuis-Richardson theory. In [NR] Nijenhuis and Richardson consider

the problem of deforming a monomorphism cp: B -» A, the structures of B and A

remaining unchanged. They show the infinitesimals to be elements of HX(B, A), and

the primary obstruction to integrating y E 77' to be y -y £ 772. (Intuitively, one

wants "small" motions of B inside A, but those obtained by "small" inner automor-

phisms of A are considered trivial.) In a later paper, Richardson [Rch] addresses the

problem of deforming a subalgebra of a fixed algebra, i.e., of deforming a monomor-

phism cp: B -> A where the multiplication in A remains unchanged. Here, one wants

submodules of A which are " near" B and which remain closed under the multiplica-

tion in A; two such which differ by a "small" inner automorphism of A are

considered equivalent. More precisely, one wants /¿[[f]]-submodules B, of A[[t]]

which are closed under the multiplication in A[[t]] and which reduce, modulo t, to B;

one considers B, ~ B¡ if there is an element a, = 1 + tax + t2a2 + • • • £ A[[t]] such

that B¡ - a,B,a~x. In this case, the infinitesimals are elements of HX(B, A/B) and

the obstructions lie in H2(B, A/B). [As usual, the 7?-module structure on A is

defined through cp. The submodule <p(B) is identified with B.] Since Nijenhuis and

Richardson require the base ring to be a field, cp: B -» A is automatically allowable

and induces an exact triangle:

H*(B,B)-> H*(B,A)

\ /
8* \ /m*

H*(B,A/B)

(Note that 8* raises dimension by 1.) It is immediate from the definitions that i* is a

cup product homomorphism. In [N] Nijenhuis shows that H*(B, A/B) carries a

graded Lie algebra structure, which he calls a "cup" structure, since the grading is by

dimension (in contrast to the situation in §4). Moreover, he shows 8* is a graded Lie

homomorphism, tr* is a homomorphism of "cup" structures, and the image of i* lies

in the center of H*(B, A), relative to the cup product. [Here "center" must be

interpreted in the sense of graded algebras as elaborated below.]

We reexamine and extend these results. Naturally, if we are to have the exact

triangle above, we must assume, for the first time, that cp is allowable. We shall also

assume that cp is a monomorphism and identify cp(7?) with B. A deformation of cp in

which A remains fixed is equivalent to one whose infinitesimal T — (TB, TA; TAB)

E C2(cp, cp) has TA — 0. We define the subcomplex C*(cp, cp) of C*(cp, cp) to consist

of those T having TA = 0. Observe that C*(cp, cp) is isomorphic to the mapping

cylinder of the obvious cochain map C*(B, B) -# C*(B, A). Now consider the

complex C*(B, A/B) with its coboundary operator adjusted by a factor of -1. (This

will not affect the cohomology.) There is a natural cochain map Cg(cp, cp) ->

C*~X(B, A/B) (TB,0; TAB) ~» trTAB, where tr: A -» A/B is the projection. As cp is

allowable, this is an epimorphism. One easily sees that its kernel is the mapping

cylinder of id: C*(B, B) -» C*(B, B) and this cylinder has trivial cohomology.

Thus, 77^(cp, cp) -> H*'X(B, A/B) is an isomorphism. The inverse sends the class of

/£ CmX(B, A/B) to the class of (fi/,0; /) £ C0m(cp, <p), where trf = f. The for-

mulae for the cup and composition products in C*(cp, cp) show that C0*(cp, cp) is
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closed—in fact, is an ideal—under both multiplications. Now the cochain mono-

morphism t: C*(cp, cp) -» Cs*(cp!, cp!) becomes a homomorphism for both products

when restricted to C0*(cp, cp) [cf. §18]. Also, if/"', g" £ C*(cp!, cp!) then 8[fm, g"] =

(-\)"-x[8fm, g"] + [fm, 8gn] and 8(fm-g") = 8fm~g" + (-\)mfm~8g". It fol-

lows that [Z¿, Z*] E Z*, [Z*, B%] E B%, Z^Z* E Z*, and Z* ~£0* Ç £0*. There-

fore, 77*(cp, cp) inherits from C0*(cp, cp) both a cup and a graded Lie product. These

satisfy all the formal identities which hold in C*(cp!,cp!). Moreover, Hfi(<p,<p) -»

77*(cp, cp) s 77*(cp!, cp!) is a morphism for both the cup and graded Lie structures.

To express the Lie and cup products in H*(B, A/B) in terms of cocycles, let

/ £ Zm(B, A/B), g E Z"(B, A/B) and let/, g be liftings to elements of C*(B, A).

Then, in C*(cp, cp), one has

(S/,0; f)ô(8g,0;g) = (S/° ôg,0; (-1)"/° 8g + g~f).

Denote tr((-l)"f° 8g + g^-f) by /° g (although this depends on the liftings), and

set [/, g] = /° g — (-l)m"g° /. Our theory shows that this is a cocycle whose class

is independent of the choice of liftings and is the desired Lie product of the classes

of/and g. Nijenhuis calls this the "cup" product, but the true cup of the classes of/

and g is the class ofir(f^-8g), as one sees from the formula (8f,0; f)-^(8g, 0; g) =

(8f^8g,0; f-^Sg). We see that the Lie and cup products on H*(B, A/B) enjoy all

the properties exhibited in [N] if one counts the degrees correctly. The elements of

Hm(B, A/B) must be viewed as having degree m for the Lie product and degree

«1+1 for the cup product because the isomorphism H*(B, A/B) -* 77^ + 1(cp, cp)

raises dimension by 1. Moreover, 8*: H*(B, A/B) -» H* + X(B, B) preserves both

cup and Lie products and the relations between them since 5* = H*(B, A/B) -*

Ho + '(<P> <P) -* H* + X(B, B). (The latter morphism is induced by (rs,0; TAB) - TB

and trivially preserves both products.)

Now consider deformations of cp in which both B and A remain fixed. Such a

deformation is equivalent to one whose infinitesimal (TB, TA; TAB) has TB = 0 =

TA. Define the subcomplex C0*0(<p, cp) of C*(cp, cp) to consist of those cochains

having TB = 0 = TA. Observe that C0*0(cp, cp) is isomorphic to C*~'(73, A), with its

coboundary operator adjusted by a factor of -1. Clearly, C*fi(<p, <p) is also closed

under both the cup and composition products and all the preceding arguments

apply. However, if T = (0, 0; TAB) and A = (0, 0; AAB), then T ° A =

(0,0; A4B-TAB), while T -A vanishes. The morphism it*: H*(B, A) <* H*(B, A/B),

therefore, indeed carries the graded Lie structure obtained by taking graded commu-

tators of the cup product in H*(B, A) to the graded Lie structure obtained from

composition in H*(B, A/B) (Nijenhuis' "cup"). This confusion arises because the

cohomology groups are intrinsic but the complexes from which they are computed

are not, and some serve poorly for deformation theory. Using C*(rp, cp) seems

natural and clarifies the results.

We return to Nijenhuis' observation that /* carries H*(B, B) into the "center" of

H*(B, A). A graded algebra 31 = II2lm is called graded commutative (or sometimes

just "commutative") if amb" = (-l)m"b"am for am E 2Im, ¿7« £ 21". For any 21, the

set of am which have this property for all b" is closed under multiplication, and its
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linear span is a subalgebra called the center. The cup product in H*(B, B) is graded

commutative, as shown in [Gl], for iffm E Zm(B, B), g" £ Z"(B, B), then

[/, gf = fm-g" - (-i)"V~/m = - (-i)<m+1)"-a(/° g).

If Tí is a subalgebra of A, then this will continue to be meaningful for/ £ Zm(B, A)

and g £ Z"(B,B), since we can then still form/° g; this is Nijenhuis' observation.

(Nijenhuis also makes the important observation that for characteristic 2 one must

adopt a stronger definition of "graded Lie algebra.")

When B = A and cp is the identity, A/B = 0. The foregoing shows that if

fm E Cm(A, A), g" E C"(A, A), then the pairing defined by fm * g" = (-1)"/ ° fig

+ g—/ £ Cm+n(A, A) is a pre-Lie product. When g is a cocycle/ * g = g^-f. Hence

the commutator of the * product induces the trivial multiplication on the cohomol-

ogy.

Finally, we reexamine the general deformation of a monomorphism cp: B -» A,

which we view as in inclusion, by using a complex analogous to Nijenhuis'. There is

a cochain map /: C*(A, A) -> C*(B, A/B) which first restricts the arguments to B

and then reduces the values modulo B. The corresponding mapping cylinder

complex has Z* = C*(A, A) © C*-](B, A/B) and 8(x, y) = (8x, trx<p - fiy) where

jeep £ C*(B, A) is the restriction of x. There is a natural cochain map x: C*(cp, <p) -»

Z*, (rfl, TA; TAB) y-* (TA, tiTab). Since cp is allowable, x is an epimorphism. It is

easy to see that kerx is the mapping cylinder of id: C*(B, B) -* C*(B, B), which

has trivial cohomology. Thus, 77(x): 77*(cp, cp) -» H*(Z) is an isomorphism. The

elements of H2(Z) may be identified with the infinitesimal deformations of cp. Also,

H*(Z) then carries graded Lie and graded commutative associative algebra struc-

tures, related as in [Gl].

20. Idempotents and deformations. In this section A will be a /¿-algebra and A, will

be a deformation of A. The product of x and y in both A and the trivial deformation

of A will be denoted xy; in A, it will be denoted x-y. (Recall: A, = A[[t]] as a

module over k, = k[[t]].)

Lemma. If e £ A is idempotent then there is a unique idempotent et = 2e,i' £ A,

such that e0 = e and e,e = eer

Proof. Suppose we have found e0,.. .,en (n > 0). Then et -e, = et implies that

en+xe + een+x + a = en+x, where a is uniquely determined by e0,... ,en. So we must

solve x — ex — xe = a and ex = xe simultaneously. These combine to give x — 2ex

= a. (Note also that ea = ae = —exe.) If A has a unit then (1 — 2e)2 = 1 and the

unique solution is x = (1 — 2e)a = a — 2ea. Otherwise, observe that a — 2ea is

nonetheless a solution. It will be unique if and only if x — 2ex = 0 has no nontrivial

solutions. But a solution of the latter satisfies ex = 2ex. Hence, ex = 0 and

x = 2 ex = 0, yielding the required uniqueness.    D

The lemma, in effect, begins with an "approximate" idempotent e and refines it to

a true idempotent er Another way to do this: observe that f(x) = -x2(\ — 2x)-

(1 + Ax — Ax2) has constant term zero, while f(x) — x E (x2 — x)T[x] and f(x)2

— f(x) E (x2 — x)21\x]. Consequently, given any ring A (unital or not), two-sided
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ideal 21, and e £ A with c?2 - e E 21, we find/(<?) £ A, f(e) - e E 21 and/(e)2 -

f(e) E 212. It follows that {/"(<?)} is a Cauchy sequence in the 2t-adic topology, and

if A is complete it converges to an idempotent ê £ A with e~ — e £ 2Í. [The

polynomial f(x) is obtained by formally applying Newton's method to solve

x2 - x = 0. If jc0 = e then xx = -e2(l - 2e)'x and x2 - xx = (e2 - e)(\ - 2e)~2.

Since (1 — 2e)(l + 4e — Ae2) is an inverse modulo 2Í2 for 1 — 2e, we take xx =

-e2(l - 2e)(\ + Ae- Ae2) and so obtain f(x).]

Lemma. If e E A is idempotent then there is an idempotent et = Ze,/' £ A, such that

e0 — e and e ■ e, = e, ■ e.

Proof. Apply the comments above to A = A,, 21 = (t). Since A, is r-adically

complete, {/"(<?)} converges to e,. Each et is obtained by evaluating an element of

A,[x] at e and, hence, commutes with e.    D

We pause to repair a lacuna in [G4]. There the idea was to find a polynomial

which has the features of f(x) by searching for the simplest g(x) E Z[x] satisfying

x2(x — I)2 | g(x)2 — g(x). It is g(x) = 2x3 — 3x2 + 1. If A has a unit then when

e2 — e E 2Í we have g(e)2 — g(e) E 2Í2. In [G4] it was, in effect, assumed that

g(e) — e £ 2Í. Actually, g(e) — (\ — e) E %. This difficulty may be remedied by

taking, instead, g(g(x)) = g2(x). Then g2(e)2 - g2(e) E 2t4 and g2(e) - e E 21.

So we may use g2(x) for the same purpose as/(x) above. [Note: g2(x) has constant

term zero.]

Lemma. 7/er = 2e,i' £ A, is an idempotent with e0 central in A, then e, is central in

At. Moreover, if e E A is a central idempotent then there is a unique idempotent

e, = 2e,i' £ A, with e0 = e.

Proof. Let A be any ring. For any A £ A, denote the derivation x i-> Xx — xX by

ad X. Then

(ad\)"x= 2 (-1)'(")a"-'xA'.
i' = 0

So, if/is an idempotent and « is odd, we have (ad f)"x = (ad f)x = (ad f)x. Now

suppose that A contains a two-sided ideal 2Í satisfying: for all « > 0, x E 21" implies

(ad f)x E 2i"+1. Then, in fact, (ad f)x £0 21" and, if H21" = 0, we see that/is

central in A. Applying this with A -A,, 21 = (t), and/= et yields the first claim.

(The centrality of e0 gives (ad e,)x E (t) for all x.)

For the second claim, suppose e, = 2e,i' and ët = S«?,?' are idempotents with

e0 = e = e0. (The existence of at least one such is guaranteed by each of the above

lemmas.) Then e — e2 = 0 implies that e, — e, ■ ê, E (t). But et and e~t are central, so

et — e, •<?, is an idempotent and must then lie in C\(t"). That is, e, — e,e, = 0 and

et = e, ■ <?,. Symmetrically, e,-ët = ë, and we have e, = e, as required.    D

Suppose that A is unital. Taking e = 1 we obtain a unique (central) idempotent

e, E A,. Now, x \-* et-x is a /¿,-module automorphism of At since it is the identity

modulo (i)- Hence, for any a, £ A,, et ■ x = a, has a unique solution. The equation

at = e,-x = et-el-x = et-al shows that x = a, and that A, is unital with e, as unit.
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Thus, a deformation of a unital ring is again unital. Indeed, we may assume that 1

remains the unit. For, if we define a /¿,-automorphism £, of A, by e,(x) — e,x, then /!,

defined by £,p-,(x, y) = e,x-ery is an equivalent deformation which has 1 for its

unit.

Observe, moreover, that any deformation cp, of a unital morphism cp: B -* A is

necessarily unital. For if e, is the unit of Bt then cp,(e,) is an idempotent of A, which

reduces to \A modulo (t); hence, it is the unit of At. It follows that in any

deformation of a diagram the rings and morphisms are all unital. Hence if A, is a

deformation of A then #A, is a deformation of #A. Moreover, any equivalence of

deformations of A extends to an equivalence of deformations of #A. Combining

these comments with those at the end of §2 we find: the deformation theories of A

and # A are naturally equivalent. The purpose of the next section is to compare the

deformation theories of A and (#A)!.

As in the case of a ring, any deformation A, of a diagram A is equivalent to

one—say A,—in which e' remains the unit of A',. For if e\ denotes the unit of A, we

define a /¿,-module automorphism e\ of A, by e't(a') = e\a'. Then A, is given by

z\a\(a', V) = a,(£',a', é,bf) and etf/ = tp'/ej.

If e and / are idempotents in a ring with <?/= 0 =/<?, we shall say they are

orthogonal and write el/.

Proposition. A deformation of a finite product of unital algebras is equivalent to a

product of deformations of the individual algebras.

Proof. By induction it suffices to consider a product of two algebras. Let

A = Ax X A2 with e' being the unit of A' and 1 = ex + e2 (so A' = e'A and e' is

central in A). Then there are unique central idempotents e\ £ A, with e'0 = e'.

Observe that e] ■ ef = ef ■ e) is in the ideal (t) and, by centrality, is an idempotent.

Hence, e) ■ ef E D (t") and we have e) _L ef. (It follows that e\ + ef is an idempo-

tent and, since its constant term is 1, it is the unit of Ar) Next, g,(x) = e) -exx +

ef ■ e2x is a /¿,-module automorphism of A, since it is the identity modulo (/)■ Note

that g,(^'[[?]]) = e\-Ar We define an equivalent deformation pt by g,ju.r(jc, y) =

g,x ■ gty. It is immediate that /x, is a product of deformations of Ax and A2.    D

In the last proof neither e) nor ef need be idempotent under u(. However, there

will be unique idempotents e\ E A\ X A2 which necessarily will be the units of A\

and A2. If we now replace A\ and A2 by equivalent deformations we may assume, as

earlier, that e' and e2 are their units and, so, 1 = ex + e2 is the unit of A) X A].

Now let 7 be a poset and suppose that A has idempotents satisfying: if i 4 j then

e'aeJ = 0 for all a £ A. (Example: A = A! for any diagram A over 7.) Let ((?,'}, be a

set of idempotents in At which have e'0 = <?'. Then when i ^ j we have e\ ■ a, ■ e{ E (t)

for all a, E A,. But then e\ ■ a, ■ ej = e\ • e\ • a, ■ e{ ■ e{ is the ideal (t2). Iterating, we

see: if /' ̂  j, then e\ • a, ■ ej = 0 for all a, £ Ar In particular, when i 4 j we have

We now impose the condition on 7 that Ip be finite for all p E I. Suppose that

there are orthogonal idempotents {e')f in A such that when i ^j, e'ae' = 0 for all

a £ A. We shall consider collections of idempotents {e\)¡ in A, with e'0 = e'. Note
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that for any such collection we have e\ ■ a, ■ ef = 0 for all a, £ At when /' 4 /• Let §

be a filter in 7 maximal with respect to the property:

(*) for some collection {e1,},, we have e{ ± ef if j, k E <3andj ¥" k.

Let p be a maximal element in 7\'f. Set ef — ef — 2^ ef-e¡ and ef = ef for

j =£ p. Then since e\ • ef = 0 when /' 4 ¿it is immediate that e\ L ef when / £ "¿Fand,

so, (*) is satisfied for the collection [e't), and the larger filter ?FU [p). Hence, we

may orthogonalize the idempotents in A,. That is, there is a collection of orthogonal

idempotents {e\) in A, satisfying e'0 = e' and, when i^pj, e',-a,-ef = 0 for all

a,EAr

Now suppose that A — A! for a diagram over a finite poset 7 and let {e\), be the

idempotents obtained above. Observe that since the constant term of le) is 2e' = 1,

the unit for At is Ee,'. We shall write A'1 for e'Aej = e'A\ej = A'cp'/ Define a /¿,-linear

endomorphism of ,4, by f(x) = 2e{• e'xeJ• ef. Note that /,(v4'7'[[r]]) = e\-A,-ef.

Since/ is the identity modulo (t) it is an automorphism and we may use it to define

an equivalent deformation pi, by ftpt(x, y) = ftx -fty. Then pi, is " upper triangular."

That is, p,(Aij, A*) G A'k[[t]] and p.,(Aij, Akl) = 0 if j + k. In particular, /x, |A,

gives a deformation A, of A.

Note that {e',)¡ need not be a set of orthogonal idempotents under pi,; however,

there will be some such set {e¡)¡. Now each e' is the unit of A" — A. Hence, e~\ is the

unit of A\. Define another automorphism of A[[t]] by g,(x) = 2ë',xëf and an

equivalent deformation by g,p',(x, y) = pt(g,x, gty). Then p't is again upper triangu-

lar and its restriction to the deformation of A has e' for its unit. Thus, we may take

the [e'), themselves for the collection of orthogonal idempotents for pi',. Moreover,

1 = 2c?' is the unit for p'r

For any diagram A, a deformation pi, = 1ptt' of A! will be called strict if each pi is

a strict 2-cochain. The foregoing amounts to a proof of the following

Theorem. If A is a diagram over a finite poset then every deformation of A! is

equivalent to a strict deformation.    □

21. Induced deformations. A deformation A, of A naturally induces a deformation

of A! to A,! = n,e/IIy;e, A,cp¡/ Indeed, if Tn is the «th cochain of A, then tF„ is that

of A,!. Equivalent deformations of A clearly induce equivalent deformations of

A!—as do weakly equivalent deformations of A. If we assume, as we may, that e'

remains the unit of A',, then the units of A! and A,! are the same. Observe then that

there is a morphism of diagrams K, -» A, where K, is the trivial (and only)

deformation of K.

Now let w represent the multiplication in A! and pi, that in some deformation (A!),.

As usual we may assume that 1 remains the unit for nt; that is, pi, = pi + 2m>0nmtm,

where pim(l, x) — 0 — i¡.m(x, 1) for all m and all x E A!. If pm |K! = 0 for all m, then

ju,(cp'/ <pJk) = <p'k and, for/ ^ k, p,(<p'j, cp*') = 0. Hence there is an algebra mor-

phism K!, -» A!„ where K!, is the trivial deformation of K!, i.e., K!, = K,!. The thrust

of this section is to prove that when 7 is finite every deformation of (#A)! is

equivalent to an induced one. Consequently, until the final theorem of this section

there will be two standing assumptions: I is finite and H2(K, A) = 0—the latter
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occurs, for example, if 7 has a largest element (see §9). In this context we shall

compare the deformation theories of A and A!.

Proposition. Any deformation (A!), is equivalent to a strict deformation satisfy-

ing

(i)MmlK!= 0 for all m.

Proof. The results of §20 show that since 7 is finite we may assume pi, is strict.

Suppose that for some r > Owe have obtained an equivalent deformation p\r) = ju +

2m>0ri(r,Zm which is strict and satisfies p^'Iki^O for m<r. Then p(rr+x\KXE

Z2(K!,A!),while

0 = 772(K,A) = 772(K!,A!) = H2(K\,A\).

Hence ti*//, \K,+8g'r+] = 0 for someg;+1 £ CSX(K\,A\). Define gr+, £ CS'(A!,A!) by

gr+l(a',cp'0=a'g;+1(cp'0.

Observe that

gr+A<PU) = e,g'r+Á<P'J)=gr+Á<PU)

and, so, (p:<//, + 8gr+,) |K! = 0. Set Gfr+ " = id + gr+ xtr+ ' and define p\r+ ■> by

Gfr+XY[+X)(x, y) = ¿p{Gf+X)x,Gy+X)y).

Then it is easy to check that p\r+X) is strict. Also, ft(r,+ 1) = p(fff for m < r and

H(rr+j) = |u(r+i + ôg,+ 1; that is, /x(^+1) |K! = 0 for m < r + 1. Hence this process may

be iterated, beginning with /!<0) = p,,. The isomorphisms Gjr\ r > 0, compose to give

a well-defined power series Gr Conjugating the given /i, by G, then produces the

required equivalent deformation. Indeed, it is pi + 1p\r)tr.    D

Lemma. Any deformation of A! is equivalent to a strict deformation satisfying (i) and

(ii) pim(a', cp'7) = 0/or all m and all a'cp'7 £ A!.

Proof. The proposition shows that we may assume strictness and (i) at the outset.

As before, suppose that for some r > 0 we have obtained an equivalent strict

deformation pi(,r> satisfying (i) for all m and (ii) for «? < r. Define hr+x E Cj'(A!, A!)

by

hr+x{a'<p'J)=tiUa',<p'J).

Then

hr+Á9'J) = J»iîi(*'. «P'7) = 0    and   hr+x(a') = pi<//,(a', e') = 0.

It follows that (fiV+i + 8hr+x)(a', <p'J) = 0. Using the /¿,-linear automorphism 77,r+1

= id + hr+xtr+x, we define an equivalent strict deformation p\r+ X) by

Hfr+xYf+X)(x, y) = p^{Hfr+X)x, Hfr+xxy).

Then pi(^¡+1) = (i'J for «i < r and ft^+l = p{jlx + 8hr+x, giving (ii) for m < r + 1.

Moreover, since Hfr+X)((p'j) = cp'/ we have tó+1)|K!- 0 for all m (i.e., property (i)).

Hence, as before, this process may be iterated, beginning with p,(0) = pi,. We obtain a
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sequence of isomorphisms 77,"/ r > 0, which compose to give a well-defined power

series 77,. Conjugating p, by 77, then produces the required equivalent deformation.

D

Recall, from [G2], that the cochains of the deformation p., must satisfy the

deformation equations 8px = 0 and 8¡xm = 1f'SJp¡° fim_,.

Lemma. Any deformation of A! is equivalent to a strict deformation satisfying

(iii) pm(x, yep'7) = pm(x, y)<p'J for all m and all x, y, cp'J E A!.

Proof. We may assume that the deformation is strict and that the cochains satisfy

(i) and (ii). We show first, by induction, that pm(x,(p'J) = 0 for all m and all

x, cp'7 £ A!.

If pr(x, cp'7) = 0 for r < m — 1—a vacuous condition when m = 1— the de-

formation equations show that 8pm(a', cp'7, cp*') = 0. But

tVm(a', cp", rp*') = a'iim(q/J, cp*') - pm(a'cp'7, cp*')

+ pm(a',<pV')-Mm(a,,<P">A/-

The first and fourth summands are zero due to the assumptions on pm. The third is

zero  for  the  same  reason  if j = k  and  because  cp'7cp*' = 0  otherwise.  Thus,

pi„,(a'cp'Z <p*') = 0 and, so, ¡ijx, cp") = 0 for all x, cp'7 £ A!.

Next, the deformation equations imply 8pm(x, y, cp'7) = 0. But

fym(x, y, <p") = xpm(y, cp") - iim(xy, cp'7) + pm(x, ytpiJ) - pm(x, y)cp"

= Mm(*> y<PU) - rim(x,y)<pu

and we have (iii).    D

Lemma. A deformation of A! is induced if and only if it is strict and satisfies (iii).

Proof. That an induced p, has these properties is clear if, as we have assumed, in

any deformation of A the unit of A remains <?'. We prove the converse. Note that

strictness and (iii) imply pm(x, cp'7) = pm(x, e')(p'J = 0; so p,(x, cp'7) = xcp'7,

p,(cp'7, cp7*) = cp'*. Now strictness implies that e' remains the unit of A (hence 1

remains the unit of A!) and p,(A, A) C A'[[f ]]. We can therefore define the multipli-

cation a't in A'[[i]] to be the restriction of p,. Note, again using strictness, that

it,(cp'7, a7) C A'[[r]]cp". Define cp;7: A7[[r]] - A'[[f ]] by cp;7(a7)<p" = p,(cp'7, a7). Then

cp;7(cp,7*(a*))cp'* = p,(cp'7, cp/*(a*))cp7* = p,(<p'7, <p7*(a*)cp7*)

= p,(cp'7, p,(cp7*, a*)) = p.,(/i,(<p", cp7*), a*)

= p,(cp'*,a*) = <p;*(a*)cp'*.

A similar calculation shows that each cpj7 is indeed an algebra morphism; so we have

a deformation of A which, since 7 is finite, induces the given p,.    D

Theorem. 7/7 is finite then every deformation of(#A)\ is induced by a deformation

of A. The deformation theories of (#A)! and A are equivalent if fA: H2(A,A) -»

772(A, A) is an isomorphism. This occurs, in particular, in the commutative case and

when A is reduced to a single morphism. If H2(K, A) = 0 then (#A)! may be replaced

by A!. This occurs, for example, if I has a largest element.
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Proof. The last two lemmas above prove the fourth statement; the fifth was

proven in §9. Together they show that every deformation of (# A)! is induced by one

of #A, since #7 has a largest element. But the deformation theories of A and #A

are isomorphic (§20), giving the first claim.

For the second statement recall that sharpening A does not change the cohomol-

ogy (§7); so we may assume 7 has a largest element. Let A, and A, be two

inequivalent deformations of A; call their cochains {Tr) and {T,.}. We may assume

(§8) that Tr — Tr, r < n, and T,, — F„ is nonzero in 772(A, A). Since fA (by assump-

tion) and wA (by the CCT) are isomorphisms we find rTr = rTr, r < n, and

tF„ — tT„ is a cocycle but not a coboundary. Hence A,! is not equivalent to A,!.

The third statement was proven earlier (§§3,7).    D

The appearance of (#A)! in the above theorem is essential: K is rigid, while if the

geometric realization of I is, say a sphere, /72(K!,K!) ¥= 0 and 7/3(K!,K!) = 0 (§7);

hence K! has a nontrivial deformation.

Finally, note that this result can be obtained in many special cases without using

the CCT. For example, in §20 we proved it for diagrams over a finite poset with no

dominance relations. We can also prove it directly when A is a morphism or a

commutative square. The simplest intractable case occurs when the poset consists of

five elements, two of which are maximal, and the dominance relations form two

commutative squares.

22. Example: Some noncommutative varieties. The following is a special case of

Theorems 8 and 12 of [G4]: Let S be a ring and Dx, D2 be two commuting

derivations of R into itself. If R is an algebra over the rationals with multiplication

it, then

eiD^D2 = 7T + tDx~D2 + (i2/2!)T>2-7)22 + . • •

defines a deformation of R. (Z>,--7)2 is the usual cup product of cocycles.) If R has

characteristic p > 0 and D( = DC = 0, then the same is true of

77 + tDx~D2 + ■■■ + (tp-[/(p - \)\)Dp-x^Dp-],

which we continue to denote by e'D,~Dl. (It is not generally true that e'D = 1 + tDx

+ ■ • ■ +(tp~]/(p — l)\)Dp~x is an automorphism when Dp — 0; one must have

dUp- d/2] _ 0 ) when R _ k^ y} and fl] _ 9^ _ d/dx and ^ = 9j = 9/3^ then

e'd~d< is well defined without any conditions on k. For it is easy to check that if

/, g £ k[x, y] then 3"/ and 3"g are both formally divisible by «!, so the coefficient

of t" in e'a-<~d>-(f, g) is not only integral but divisible by «!.

Lemma. Let S be any multiplicatively closed subset ofk[x, y] and set R = S~xk[x, y].

Then d"r is divisible by «! for any r E R.

Proof. If r=f/s, then by Leibniz' rule afr = l(nm)d^'mßff(s~l)> so it is

sufficient to show that m\ divides d™(s~x). This follows by induction on m from

Leibniz' rule and the equation d™(ss~x) — 0 for m > 1.    D

It follows that e'3'~'a> defines a deformation of every localization of k[x, y], and

the coefficient of t" in the series for er3<~3>(a, ¿7) is still divisible by «! in any such

localization. The series thus converges in the topology obtained by taking as a
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fundamental set of neighborhoods of 0 the multiples of «!. In characteristic p > 0

the series is a polynomial of degree < p — \ in t. Note that if [x, y], denotes the

commutator of x and y in the deformed multiplication, then [x, y], = t; this

essentially defines the deformation.

We construct now a noncommutative deformation of projective 2-space P2(k).

Let A6 = k[x, y], A5 = k[xx, yx], A4 = k[x2, y2] be three copies of the polynomial

ring in two variables over k. We view the variables as representing inhomogeneous

coordinates in P2 whose homogeneous coordinates are z0, zx, z2, where (x, y) =

(zx/z0,z2/z0), (xx, y,) = (z0/zx,z2/zx), and (x2, y2) = (z0/z2, zx/z2). Accord-

ingly, we identify k[x, y, l/x] with k[xx, yx, \/xx] by setting xx = l/x, y, = y/x

and denoting this ring by A3. One then has inclusions cp36: A6 — A3, and cp35:

A5 -» A3. Similarly, set

A2 = k[xx, y,, 1/y] = k[x2, y2, l/y2] 2 A5, A4

and

A1 = k[x2,y2,\/x2] =k[x, y, 1/y] DA4, A6.

Finally, set A0 = k[x, y, \/x, 1/y], which contains all of the foregoing rings. Then

e'9v~3, simultaneously defines deformations of all of these A to algebras A, over

k[[t]\. Moreover, cpj7, the /c[[r]]-linear extension of cp", remains a morphism for all

i *£ j. We thus have deformed the original diagram A consisting of the A and cp'7 to a

diagram A, representing, in some sense, a noncommutative P2(/¿[[r]]). (In character-

istic/7 we may use k[t] and obtain noncommutative P2(/c)'s by substituting for t the

various elements of k.) When k is a field, this "noncommutative" variety even has a

"function skew-field (division ring)" 7),, namely the extension of the deformation to

the full rational function field k(x, y). (A deformation of a division ring and, in

particular, of a field is always a division ring [G4].) If k has characteristic p > 0 then

k(xp, yp) is in the center of Dt; that center is then Z, = k(xp, yp)\Jt]] and D, has

dimension p2 over Z,.

Suppose now that we have fields L D K where L is a finite separable extension of

K, and Dx, D2 are commuting derivations of K into itself. These have unique

extensions Dx and D2 to L which again commute, since [Dx, D2] and 0 are both

derivations of L which extend [Dx, D2] = 0. Similarly, if K has characteristic p > 0

and Df = 7>f = 0, then also Df = DC = 0 since Df is a derivation extending Df. A

deformation e'D'~Dl- of K can, therefore, be extended to L. (In [G4] there are more

general deformation formulas which we shall not discuss here, but similar remarks

apply.) The foregoing holds in particular for K = k(x, y) with k a field. The

resulting deformation of L is a division algebra which, when char k — p > 0, has

degree p2 over its center /cL^ffi]]. (The more general formulae of [G4] give division

algebras of higher degree.)

Suppose still that k is a field and that we have an algebraic surface S and a

dominant separable morphism/: S -* A2(k) = affine 2-space. If K — k(x, y) is the

function field of A2(k) and L that of S, then the deformation e'd'^dy of K can be

extended to L, since the hypothesis says that L is a finite separable extension of K.

However, e'8, w8> may not be defined on the ring R of regular functions on S since
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that ring need not be carried into itself by 3V and 3V. Specifically, suppose that z £ R

and that/( X) E k[x, y][X]is an irreducible polynomial for z. Then a derivation D

of k[x, y] can be extended to a derivation of k[x, y, z] into R if and only if

fd(z) + f'(z)u = 0 has a solution u E R. (fd is the polynomial obtained by apply-

ing D to the coefficients of/.) Since/'(z) ^ 0 the solution is unique if it exists, i.e., if

f°(z)/f'(z) E R. We can force it to exist by localizing k[x, y] and R at the

multiplicatively closed set generated by/'(z). Since R is finitely generated, to extend

dx and 3, we need do this only finitely often, so e'8>~3' can be extended from an

open subset of A2(k) to its inverse image in §. If we do this in different ways, getting

different open subsets of A2(/¿), then the deformations will agree on their intersec-

tion as will the extensions. Thus, there is a largest open subset of A2(k) over which

the deformation can be extended. Suppose now that we have a dominant morphism

/: S -» P2. Then there is a largest open U EP2 such that the deformation previously

given can be extended to/"'£/. Any dominant morphism from a surface S to P2

therefore induces, in a natural way, a noncommutative structure on that part of S

over some open subset of P2. In characteristic p > 0 this deformation of S is not

merely formal. For e'3,~8' is a polynomial in t, both the deformed P2 and the

deformed S are defined over k[t], and one can specialize t to any value in k.

The restriction to surfaces in the foregoing is not essential. We can, for example,

deform A"(k), whose coordinate ring is k[xx,...,x„], by taking any subset

{'i< 7u ;2' 72'• • • ''m' Jm) oi" ̂ m distinct integers between 1 and « and letting the new

multiplication be exp(/29,-w9y ), where 9, = 9/9-x, (cf. [G4]). This extends to a

deformation of P"(k). All of the foregoing then holds for any dominant separable

morphism °\¡ -» P".
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